
ABSTRACT

RACHEL MARIE KING. On the Use of Wing Adaptation and Formation Flight
for Improved Aerodynamic Efficiency. (Under the direction of Dr. Ashok Gopalarath-
nam.)

There is a continuous effort to improve the performance and efficiency of to-

day’s aircraft, and the reduction of aircraft drag has been the primary focus of

many aerodynamicists. In the current research, two different and innovative ap-

proaches for aircraft drag reduction are examined. These approaches are: (1)

multiple spanwise trailing-edge flaps, and (2) formation and ground-effect flight.

The main goal of this dissertation was to assess the drag benefits of the two

approaches, in an effort to explore their potential for use on future aircraft.

The first approach of using multiple trailing-edge flaps has the potential for

application on aircraft in the near future. By using multiple trailing-edge flaps

along the wing span, it is possible to redistribute the spanwise lift distribution to

suit the flight condition. For this research, a numerical approach was developed

for determining optimum lift distributions on a wing with multiple trailing-edge

flaps for various flight conditions. The objective of the approach was to determine

the flap angles that will reduce the drag at 1-g flight conditions, and constrain the

wing root-bending moment at high-g conditions to not exceed a specified value.

The approach uses the concept of additional and basic lift distributions, and

the proper use of a trailing-edge flap for redistributing the aerodynamic loads to

bring about a minimum in profile and induced drag. The results for the flap-angle

distributions are presented for a planar and a nonplanar wing, along with post-

design analysis and aircraft performance simulations used to validate the optimum

flap-angle distributions determined using the numerical approach. It is shown

that the approach is effective in determining optimum flap angles for reducing

both profile and induced drag over a wide range of flight conditions. Performance

benefits due to using the optimum flap angles are shown when compared to the

zero-flap case. In addition, the trailing-edge flaps were found to be successful in

relieving the wing root-bending moment at high-g flight conditions, which can be

used to reduce wing weight.

When examining formation and ground-effect flight as another approach for



aircraft drag reduction, an optimum-downwash approach using a vortex-lattice

implementation was used to study formations of wings loaded optimally for min-

imum induced drag with roll trim. An exact approach was also developed to

examine the drag of elliptically-loaded wings in formation. The exact approach

allows for decomposition of the benefits by considering the mutual-interference

contributions from different pairs of wings in a formation. The results show that

elliptically-loaded wing formations have nearly the same drag as optimally-loaded

wing formations. For a formation of planar wings, in or out of ground effect, the

optimum lateral separation corresponds to a 9%-span overlap of wing tips. At this

optimum lateral separation, a formation of 25 elliptically-loaded wings flying out

of ground effect experiences an 81% drag reduction compared to 25 wings flying

in isolation. For large formations, in or out of ground effect, multiple local optima

are seen for the lateral separation. Large formations experience small additional

benefits due to ground effect even at relatively large ground clearances of four

wing spans. The shape of vee-formations, for equipartition of drag benefits, is

found to be nearly independent of flight in or out of ground effect.

Overall, both approaches for aircraft drag reduction show potential for signif-

icant drag savings. It is believed that the presented research will further increase

interest in such flight techniques, and thus advance their progression toward be-

coming viable solutions for drag reduction on future aircraft.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the continuous effort to improve the performance and efficiency of today’s

aircraft, the reduction of aircraft drag has been the primary focus of many aero-

dynamicists. A small savings in drag can translate into significant savings in fuel

usage and other costs, and this has motivated many researchers to explore inno-

vative approaches for aircraft drag reduction. Many approaches have stemmed

from the study of bird flight; the flight behavior of birds and the formation flight

patterns often observed during migration have been a long-time source of inspira-

tion to aerodynamicists. The author of a study which examines wings belonging

to both bird and man states it best in saying, “Bird flight has always been one

of the admitted miracles; and it remains a source of wonder even when the sci-

ence of aerodynamics undertakes the explanation of the physical laws that govern

it.”1 At present, there are considerable differences between the flight of birds

and aircraft, the primary difference being that the aircraft wing is not used for

thrust production, whereas the bird wing is capable of producing thrust as well

as lift by flapping. Nevertheless, the basic flight functions of the bird and aircraft

are similar, and much can still be gained from further investigation between the

two. With advances in precision measurement, aircraft control, and adaptive wing

technology, one can envision that future aircraft will be more capable of emulating

bird flight and thus able to take advantage of the resulting low drag. Therefore,
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it is worthwhile to continue exploring such drag reduction techniques as observed

in nature, as they may have the potential for application to future aircraft.

In the current research, two different approaches for aircraft drag reduction

were examined, where the design of each approach was motivated by bird flight

studies. These two approaches are: (1) multiple spanwise trailing-edge flaps and

(2) formation and ground-effect flight. In this chapter, the details and estimated

benefits of each approach are presented, with a review of germane literature,

including the main numerical and experimental contributions. In addition, the

objectives of each study are given. An outline of the dissertation is then presented

at the end of the chapter.

1.1 Multiple Spanwise Trailing-Edge Flaps

It is well known that birds are able to take advantage of their variable-geometry

wings to achieve near-optimum spanwise lift distributions, thus producing minimal

drag for various flight conditions. In contrast, the aircraft with rigid wings have

less flexibility to adapt their wing geometry and can be optimized for only a

few flight conditions. One approach that has been gaining interest over the past

decade is the use of adaptive lifting surfaces. With an adaptive surface, the ideal

lift distribution on a wing for any flight condition can be achieved, resulting in a

reduction in drag and/or structural loads. Wing shape adaptation via spanwise

camber variation can be used to not only reduce profile and induced drag, but

also to alleviate structural loads at maneuvering conditions by redistributing the

spanwise load distribution.

The benefits of an adaptive wing are numerous, and have been examined in

numerical and experimental studies.2–6 In a study by Bolonkin and Gilyard,2 the

aircraft performance benefits from adaptive wing technology were estimated to be
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as much as 10% at non-standard conditions and 3% at cruise conditions – benefits

that can result in as much as $300,000 per year for a transport aircraft in fuel

costs alone. If the payload is increased to exploit the decrease in fuel weight, the

increased revenue can be huge – as much as 30 times the cost of fuel saved.2 An

example of in-flight application of spanwise camber is the maneuver load control

flight experiment of the AFTI/F-111 advanced-fighter aircraft3 at NASA DFRC.

In this experiment, the spanwise camber flap positions were commanded as a

function of flap position, true airspeed, Mach number, dynamic pressure, normal

acceleration, and sweep position (of the variable-sweep wing). The measured loads

indicated that the load factor can increase as much as 1.0g without increasing the

root-bending moment. By shifting the lift load more inboard, the tip lift load was

alleviated.3

Multiple trailing-edge
flaps

Figure 1.1: Multiple trailing-edge flaps on a swept wing.

Spanwise camber change can be accomplished by a variety of means, but one

mechanism of shape adaptation attracting considerable interest is the utilization

of multiple trailing-edge flaps along the wingspan, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The

application of variable camber allows the sectional shape of the wing to be chosen

to give minimum drag at different flight conditions. Spillman6 states that the
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possible reductions in drag and wing weight with the use of variable camber has

the potential for significant reductions in fuel usage and operating costs when

compared to a fixed-geometry wing designed for the same application. Additional

benefits of a wing with multiple trailing-edge flaps have been estimated and are

found to be extensive,4,5 with more recent efforts indicating a continuing interest

in adaptive wing technology in Europe.

With the estimated benefits of adaptive wing technology, and the increasing

interest in multiple trailing-edge flaps, the idea of an automated adaptive wing is

not too far in the future. Recent research conducted by McAvoy and Gopalarath-

nam7,8 showed the potential of automated airfoil adaptation by using a cruise

flap, which was automated using flow conditions sensed at the airfoil. Like birds,

which are believed to have sensory mechanisms along their span to detect span-

wise aerodynamics and other atmospheric disturbances, it is believed that one day

the aircraft wing will have a similar sensing capability allowing it to dynamically

tailor its shape to best suit the flight condition. Therefore, in an effort to assist

the larger work of developing a closed-loop control system for an adaptive wing,

the objective of this particular study was to develop a method that will deter-

mine the ideal lift distributions and corresponding flap angles for the adaptive

wing at different flight conditions. For the purpose of the study, low-subsonic

aircraft applications with natural-laminar-flow (NLF) wings were the focus. The

optimum lift distributions and flap angles at multiple operating conditions were

determined for two example wings. Post-design analysis and aircraft performance

simulations were used to validate the optimum flap-angle distributions as given by

the developed approach and to determine the resulting improvements to aircraft

performance. It is expected that the examination of this particular approach for

aircraft drag reduction will provide valuable guidance toward adaptive wing tech-

nology, and will promote a near-term solution for improving aircraft performance.
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1.2 Formation and Ground-Effect Flight

It is a common belief that many species of migrating birds fly together in forma-

tions for improved aerodynamic efficiency. This improved efficiency results from

the upwash generated by the wings of the neighboring birds. Some of the ear-

liest quantitative estimates of the aerodynamic benefits of formation flight were

presented by Wieselsberger,9 who suggested that a vee-formation shape results in

equal distribution of the drag benefits among all the birds in a formation. The

analytical study of Lissaman and Shollenberger10 showed that a formation of 25

birds, flying with zero lateral spacing between wing tips, would have a 70% in-

crease in range when compared to a lone bird. Similar benefits have been shown

by other researchers, including Hummel11–13 and Hainsworth.14 Recent in-flight

measurements of heart-beat rates of eight trained pelicans flying in formation and

in isolation show that energy expenditure is reduced by nearly 14.5% when flying

in formation,15 clearly demonstrating the benefits.

Certain species of birds, such as pelicans, can often be seen flying either solo

or in formation low above the water in ground effect.16 It is well known from

theoretical17–21 and experimental studies22–24 that flight in ground effect results in

a reduction in the induced drag, an increase in the lift-curve slope, and an increase

in the lift-to-drag ratio. It is believed that by flying close to the ground or water,

birds such as the pelican are able to cover larger distances with less effort.25

The concepts of formation flight and flight in ground effect have the poten-

tial for application to aircraft, and each has been studied extensively by past

researchers. The advantages and issues related to aircraft formation flight have

been studied analytically,13,26–29 in wind-tunnel experiments,30,31 and in flight

tests.27,32–34 Research studies of aircraft flight in ground effect are detailed in

a comprehensive literature survey by Rozhedestvensky,20 which includes several
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aircraft concepts designed to exploit the advantages of ground-effect flight. Many

early prototypes of such aircraft first originated in Russia, where they were de-

signed and flight tested. A more recent design concept of a flight-in-ground-effect

aircraft is the Boeing Pelican.35 Past theoretical aerodynamic studies include the

development of approaches for determining the optimum lift distributions and as-

sociated minimum induced drag values for formation flight,28,29,36 ground-effect

flight,18,19,36 and combined formation and ground-effect flight.37–39 These meth-

ods have typically used Lagrange-multiplier-based constrained-minimization ap-

proaches26,40,41 or optimum-downwash29,39 approaches implemented using vortex-

lattice formulations, or were developed using exact solutions.19,38

While many previous investigations have studied the benefits of formation

flight9–13,27,30–34 and ground effect,18–24 it must be noted that the benefits of com-

bined formation and ground-effect flight have not received as much attention, even

though migrating birds have been observed flying in formation close to the wa-

ter surface.16 One exception is the work of McMasters and McLean,37 in which

an analytical study was used to propose that two human-powered aircraft flying

in formation close to the water could successfully complete the flight across the

English Channel for the £100, 000 Kremer prize,42 which was subsequently won

by the flight of the Gossamer Albatross42,43 in 1979. Any additional attention to

the benefits of combined formation and ground-effect flight was not received until

just recently. In 2004, the results of the current research were published as an

AIAA conference paper44 and are to appear in Journal of Aircraft .45 Also in 2004,

Marino39 presented an aerodynamic model based on lifting line theory, which was

used to determine optimum formation configurations in and out of ground effect

for minimum induced drag, taking into account both the geometrical and aerody-

namic parameters of the aircraft. And most recent is the work of Lissaman,38 in

which an exact analytical formulation using complex variables was developed to
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determine the theoretical savings in drag obtainable for wing formations in and

out of ground effect.

While the estimated benefits of formation and ground-effect flight, as deduced

in theory and from experimental measurements, are substantial, significant issues

in maintaining proper aircraft position have thus far prevented the widespread use

these techniques for aircraft drag reduction. However, with advances in precision

measurement, control of the relative position of aircraft, and as discussed ear-

lier, the development of adaptive-wing technology, formation flight and ground-

effect flight is attracting a renewed interest35,36,46,47 as feasible drag-reduction

approaches for future aircraft. The realization of their everyday use is still far

from the present, but the potential drag savings these flight techniques provide

will revolutionize aircraft aerodynamic efficiency.

Therefore, as the second part of the presented research, it was of interest to fur-

ther examine the benefits of formation flight and ground-effect flight, in particular

the benefits of combined formation and ground-effect flight, as another approach

for aircraft drag reduction. For this purpose, optimally-loaded planar and non-

planar wings, as well as elliptically-loaded planar wings, were examined in order

to determine the lower limit in induced drag attainable for any given formation

and ground-effect geometry. For this particular study, the optimum-downwash

approach of Frazier and Gopalarathnam29 was used for the study of optimally-

loaded wings, and exact solutions were developed for the study of elliptically-

loaded wings. Specific attention was paid to the effect of lateral separation and to

the favorable/adverse interference effects between different pairs of wings in for-

mation and ground-effect configurations. It is believed that the results presented

for this drag-reduction approach will help to further advance the idea that forma-

tion flight and flight in ground-effect can be a viable alternative for improving the

performance and efficiency of tomorrow’s aircraft.
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1.3 Outline of Dissertation

Chapter 2 presents the study of multiple spanwise trailing-edge flaps as an ap-

proach for reducing aircraft drag. The chapter begins with background infor-

mation relevant to the development of the approach for determining optimum

trailing-edge flap angles for different flight conditions. The details of the ap-

proach are then presented, including the procedure for obtaining flap schedules

for minimum drag with an optional root-bending moment constraint. The remain-

ing portion of the chapter presents two example wings: (1) a planar wing, and (2)

a nonplanar wing. The determined optimum flap schedules are presented for each

wing for various flight conditions, subject to a root-bending moment constraint.

The results of a post-design analysis and aircraft performance simulations are also

presented to validate the optimum flap-angle distributions determined using the

current method.

Chapter 3 presents the study of combined formation and ground-effect flight

as a second approach for aircraft drag reduction. The details of the numerical

approach are first presented, which address the procedure taken to determine the

optimum lift distribution for minimum induced drag, the simulation of ground-

effect, the prescription of the elliptical lift distribution and the development of

the exact approach for elliptically loaded wings, and the determination of the

optimum vee-formation shape. Presented next is the validation of the optimum-

loading method. Lastly, the results are presented, which focus on three main

topics: (1) the effect of lateral separation on the drag benefits for formations

flying out of ground effect, (2) the benefits of combined formation and ground-

effect flight, and (3) the optimal vee-shapes of formations.

Chapter 4 presents some concluding remarks regarding the two approaches for

drag reduction, and Chapter 5 presents some suggested future work.
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Chapter 2

Ideal Lift Distributions and Flap
Angles for Adaptive Wings

As the first portion of this dissertation, this chapter presents in detail the study

of multiple spanwise trailing-edge (TE) flaps as an approach for adapting a wing

to suit flight conditions. In the effort to assist in the larger work of developing a

closed-loop control system for an adaptive wing, the main objective of this study

was to develop a method that determines ideal lift distributions and corresponding

TE flap deflection angles at different flight conditions. Low-subsonic aircraft ap-

plications with natural-laminar-flow (NLF) wings were the focus of the study, with

results presented for two example wings: (1) a planar wing, and (2) a nonplanar

wing. In the following sections, background information relevant to the devel-

opment of the approach is presented, followed by a detailed methodology of the

approach. The results are then presented, which include the determined optimum

lift distributions and corresponding flap angles for each example wing at multiple

operating conditions subject to a root-bending moment (RBM) constraint. The

results from a post-design analysis and aircraft performance simulations used to

validate the determined optimum flap-angle distributions are also presented to es-

tablish the improvements made to aircraft performance. A summary of the study

and its findings are given at the end of the chapter.
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2.1 Background

This section includes background information relevant to the development of the

approach for determining optimum TE flap angles for different flight conditions.

The methodology is built on three well-known elements in applied aerodynam-

ics, which are presented here in subsections. The first subsection describes the

approach taken to determine the optimum lift distribution for minimum induced

drag with or without a wing RBM constraint. The second subsection describes

the use of thin airfoil theory relations to determine the Cl-shift in the drag bucket

of an NLF airfoil due to TE flap deflection. The theory of additional and basic

lift distributions is then presented in the third subsection.

2.1.1 Minimum Induced Drag with and without

Root-Bending Moment Constraint

For 1-g flight, at high CL, the dominant consideration in wing drag is often the

induced drag. For planar wings, the optimum lift distribution for minimum in-

duced drag is the well-known elliptical loading. Multiple TE flaps can be used

to adjust the spanwise lift distribution and bring it close to the optimum distri-

bution. On the other hand, for high-g flight, the most important consideration

is the structural loading on the wing, especially at the wing root, as it often de-

termines the design of the internal wing structure and the resulting wing weight.

Proper deflection of TE flaps can redistribute the spanwise loading on the wing

in high-g flight to relieve the loading at the wing tip and thus alleviate the RBM.

Hence, for the purpose of determining optimum TE flap angles for different flight

conditions, a numerical method was first developed to determine the optimum lift

distribution on a wing that will result in minimum induced drag with the option

of a RBM constraint.
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Figure 2.1: Spanwise load curve on a nonplanar wing with three elements of
variation.

The methodology of the numerical approach was based on the work of R. T.

Jones,48 and was extended to handle nonplanar wings, each with an arbitrary

spanwise variation of dihedral. In this method, the optimum downwash behind

the wing is first determined using the calculus-of-variation approach of Jones.48

The wake is assumed to be rigid and invariant with the streamwise direction, as it

is assumed to trail behind the wing in the direction of the freestream. Figure 2.1 is

an illustration of a lift distribution on a symmetric nonplanar wing with spanwise

curvature. The lift distribution, referred to as the original lift distribution, is

designed to achieve minimum induced drag. The position along the wake trace

of the wing is denoted using the arc length s and the local dihedral angle at any

spanwise location is θ(s). The bound vortex distribution, Γ, associated with the

original lift distribution can be used to compute the lift on the wing by spanwise

integration as shown in Eq. 2.1.

L = 2ρV∞

∫ sr

s0

Γ(s) cos [θ(s)]ds (2.1)
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The wing RBM due to the lift distribution can also be computed from the Γ

distribution, and is shown in Eq. 2.2. The function q(s), shown in Eq. 2.3, is the

contribution to the RBM due to a unit load acting normal to the wing at s.

RBM = ρV∞

∫ sr

s0

Γ(s)q(s)ds (2.2)

q(s) = cos [θ(s)][y(s)] − sin [θ(s)][z(s)] (2.3)

To compute the induced drag of the wing due to this lift distribution, the Trefftz-

plane normalwash distribution w(s) is used in addition to the Γ distribution, as

shown in Eq. 2.4.

D = ρ

∫ sr

s0

w(s)Γ(s)ds (2.4)

The goal of the current method is to determine the downwash distribution

behind the wing that will result in a minimum in the induced drag while satisfying

constraints on the desired lift and desired RBM on the wing. As presented by

Jones,48 a change in the induced drag due to a small variation in Γ, referred to as

additional distribution, is composed of three parts:

1. The drag arising from the additional Γ distribution acting on the additional

Trefftz-plane downwash distribution

2. The drag arising from the original Γ distribution acting on the additional

Trefftz-plane downwash distribution

3. The drag arising from the additional Γ distribution acting on the original

Trefftz-plane downwash distribution

The first part is a second-order term and can be neglected when compared to the

other two parts. From Munk’s mutual drag theorem,49 the second and third parts
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of the additional induced drag are equal. Therefore, if the first-order change in

the wing induced drag is to be zero then it is sufficient to set the drag arising

from the additional Γ distribution acting on the original Trefftz-plane downwash

distribution (third part) to zero.

In order to satisfy the constraints on the specified lift and root-bending mo-

ment, the additional Γ distribution should be selected such that it generates no

additional lift or root-bending moment for the wing. Using the arguments of

Jones,48 an additional distribution meeting these requirements must be subdi-

vided into at least three elements. Thus, as seen in Fig. 2.1, the additional Γ

distribution can be represented by three small elements having areas γ1, γ2, and

γ3, and arbitrarily located at s1, s2, and s3 along the wing.

If the original Γ distribution represents the optimum loading, then the addi-

tional Γ distribution must satisfy the following conditions: (1) there should be no

change in lift on the wing (Eq. 2.5), (2) there should be no change in the RBM

(Eq. 2.6), and (3) there should be no change in the induced drag (Eq. 2.7). In

Eq. 2.7, w1, w2, and w3 are the Trefftz-plane normalwash values associated with

the original Γ distribution at the corresponding locations s1, s2, and s3.

γ1 cos [θ(s1)] + γ2 cos [θ(s2)] + γ3 cos [θ(s3)] = 0 (2.5)

γ1q(s1) + γ2q(s2) + γ3q(s3) = 0 (2.6)

γ1w1 + γ2w2 + γ3w3 = 0 (2.7)

It can be seen that in order to satisfy Eqs. 2.5–2.7, the original Trefftz-plane

normalwash along the wake traces of the wing must be of the form w(s) =
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A cos [θ(s)] + Bq(s), where A and B are constants that are determined using

the specified values of the lift and root-bending moment for the wing. When no

RBM constraint is specified, B = 0 and the optimum downwash is seen to be pro-

portional to the cosine of the local dihedral angle, as was first shown by Munk.49

This results in a constant downwash for a planar wing with no RBM constraint.

The Γ distribution on the wing and the associated Trefftz-plane downwash

distribution w behind it are closely related and can be determined using a discrete

vortex method similar to that described by Blackwell.50 The bound vorticity

distribution and the trailing vorticity shed behind it are approximated using n

horseshoe vortices, each having a constant value for the bound vortex strength

Γ. With such a formulation, the n-dimensional Γ vector and the n-dimensional

w vector can be related using an n × n influence coefficient matrix I as shown in

Eq. 2.8. For a known w, the Γ distribution can be computed by solving Eq. 2.8

and the lift, root-bending moment, and induced drag can then be determined

using Eqs. 2.1–2.4.

I · Γ = w (2.8)

For the current problem, w(s) for the wing is known in terms of the two

unknown constants A and B. These unknowns are computed using a single step

of Newton’s method as shown in Eq. 2.9. The solution is made simple because

of the fact that zero values for A and B correspond to zero values for L and

RBM. The Jacobian of partial derivatives is computed using finite differencing.

For example, ∂L/∂A is computed by making a small change to A and computing

the change to L. The right hand side is a vector of the desired values of lift L

and root-bending moment RBM. Thus the unknown constants A and B can be

determined using Eq. 2.9, and can then be used to determine the Trefftz-plane
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downwash. The Γ distribution is then computed, from which other quantities can

be determined using Eqs. 2.1–2.4.
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The relationship between a specified wing RBM constraint and the resulting

Trefftz-plane downwash is illustrated for a planar wing in Fig. 2.2(a). The wing of

aspect ratio 20 is required to operate at a wing CL of 1.0, while satisfying a user-

specified RBM constraint. The computed Trefftz-plane downwash distributions

along the right half-span of the wing are presented for the wing without any RBM

constraint and for the wing with different RBM constraints. The case where no

RBM constraint is applied corresponds to flight at 1.0g, and is considered the

baseline case with a calculated root-bending moment coefficient CRBM of 0.1061

(= Cbaseline). For the cases where a RBM constraint is applied, the CRBM is

expressed in terms of Cbaseline as a point of reference. It can be seen that the

optimum downwash is constant along the wingspan for the baseline case of flight

at 1.0g. With the application of decreasing RBM constraint values, the slope

of the computed downwash distribution increases to the point that upwash is

experienced at the Trefftz-plane behind the wing tip, as seen for the cases of

0.83Cbaseline and 0.77Cbaseline.

Figure 2.2(b) shows the corresponding nondimensionalized lift distributions

computed using the downwash distributions presented in Fig. 2.2(a). For the

baseline case, where no RBM constraint is applied, the well-known elliptical lift

distribution results. However, when decreasing RBM constraint values are applied,

the resulting lift distribution becomes less elliptic, and more “bell” shaped as the
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Figure 2.2: Single symmetric wing with different RBM constraints: (a) Trefftz-
plane downwash distributions, and (b) nondimensionalized spanload distributions.
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wing lift is shifted more inboard. This redistribution of lift decreases the amount

of lift experienced at the wing tip, alleviating the RBM to meet the specified

RBM constraint, and thus demonstrating the ability of the method to successfully

determine an optimum lift distribution for minimum induced drag with a RBM

constraint.

2.1.2 Minimum Profile Drag

For flight at low subsonic Mach numbers, wing profile drag is dominated by skin-

friction drag when there is no separated flow and associated pressure drag. To

minimize profile drag, airfoils are often designed to have significant regions of

favorable pressure gradients on both upper and lower surfaces to support laminar

flow. Such natural laminar flow (NLF) airfoils typically have a distinct low-drag

range (LDR) or drag bucket, which is the range of lift coefficients over which

low drag is achieved. When operating within the LDR, the airfoil leading-edge

stagnation point is located within a small desirable region that results in favorable

pressure gradients on both the upper and lower surfaces. The wing angle of attack

at which the stagnation point is exactly at the optimum location on the leading

edge of the airfoil is known as the αideal. When operating outside the LDR, the

stagnation point is located outside the desirable region and there is a suction

peak on either the upper or the lower surface at the leading edge. This suction

peak causes a transition from laminar to turbulent flow and the skin-friction drag

increases as a result. Figure 2.3 illustrates how the stagnation-point location on an

airfoil varies with α by considering three different angles of attack: 1) α < αideal,

2) α = αideal, and 3) α > αideal.

The approximate Cl corresponding to the middle of the LDR for an NLF airfoil

can be estimated using thin airfoil theory. This is accomplished by using the Cl

that corresponds to the condition at which the stagnation point is exactly at the
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Figure 2.3: Location of leading-edge stagnation point on an airfoil.

leading edge of the thin airfoil. At this Cl, referred to as Clideal, there is no leading-

edge singularity in the chordwise vorticity distribution. For a given camberline,

the Clideal and the αideal correspond to the condition at which A0 = 0, where A0

is the first coefficient in the Fourier series21 that is typically used to model the

vorticity distribution in thin airfoil theory. It can be shown that the Clideal occurs

at α = 0 deg for an unflapped airfoil. As a result, with increase in camber, the

Clideal increases.

To extend the range of lift-coefficients over which low drag is achieved, a

trailing-edge “cruise” flap is often used. First introduced by Pfenninger,51,52 it

has since been used on several airfoil designs,53–59 especially on airfoils for high-

performance sailplanes.57 Deflecting a trailing-edge flap results in a change to the

Clideal of the airfoil and as a consequence, the Cl for the middle of the LDR of

an airfoil can be changed by changing the flap angle. It can be shown from thin

airfoil theory that the change to the Clideal due to a flap deflection δf is:

∆Clideal = (πA1)δf = (2 sin θf )δf (2.10)
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where δf is the flap angle in radians and A1 is one of the coefficients in the Fourier

series for the chordwise vorticity distribution in thin airfoil theory.21 The angular

coordinate for the hinge location θf in radians is related to xf/c as shown in

Eq. 2.11.

θf = cos−1
(
1 − 2

xf

c

)
(2.11)

Thus, Eq. 2.10 can be used to determine the Cl-shift of the LDR of an airfoil

due to a flap deflection δf . If an assumption is made that the Cl-width of the

LDR is independent of the flap angle, then the Cl-shift given by Eq. 2.10 is also

the change in the Cl values for the upper and lower corners of the LDR due to a

given flap angle.

2.1.3 Basic and Additional Lift Distributions

The focus of the current study was to develop an approach for determining the

TE flap angles to achieve a desired spanwise lift distribution. A key part of the

approach is the concept of basic and additional lift distributions, the fundamentals

of which are described in several references.60–62 The use of this concept enables

the determination of flap angles using simple analytical expressions. In this sub-

section, this concept is briefly reviewed and extended for the current application

to nonplanar wings with multiple flaps.

Within the assumption of linear aerodynamics (linear Cl-α slope and linear Cl-

Γ relationship), the distribution of lift over a wing can be divided into two parts:

(i) basic lift, L′
b and (ii) additional lift, L′

a. For a given wing with a specified chord

distribution, the Cl distribution can also be considered as a sum of two parts: (i)

the basic lift-coefficient distribution, Clb, and (ii) the additional lift-coefficient

distribution, Cla:
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Cl = Clb + Cla (2.12)

Clb is the Cl distribution at CL = 0, and is the result of spanwise variations in

geometric twist, aerodynamic twist due to camber, and flap deflections. Further-

more, the Clb distributions due to twist, camber, or flap deflection, scale linearly

with that particular parameter, and individual Clb distributions can be added to

equal the total Clb distribution. For example, the Clb due to combined wing twist,

camber change, and flap-angle variation is simply the sum of the individual Clb

distributions:

Clb = Clb,twist + Clb,camber + Clb,δf
(2.13)

It can also be shown that for an arbitrary nonplanar wing, spanwise twist or

camber variations that are proportional to the cosine of the local dihedral angle θ

do not contribute to the Clb, because they are equivalent to changes in the wing

α.

Cla is the additional Cl distribution due to α with zero geometric and aerody-

namic twist. It is, therefore, independent of geometric or aerodynamic twist and

scales with wing CL. Thus, the Cla for CL = 1 can be precomputed for a wing

and used to compute the Cla for any CL, as shown in Eq. 2.14,

Cla = CLCla,1 (2.14)

where Cla,1 is the Cl distribution for the given wing with no geometric or aerody-

namic twist at a CL of 1.0.

For illustration of the concept, an example wing with a vertical winglet of

height 0.125b is considered. This wing was analyzed using the WINGS code, which
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is a discrete-vortex Weissinger’s method code. Four TE flaps are located spanwise

along the planar portion of the wing, with one flap on the winglet, each flap having

the same span and flap-to-chord ratio of 0.2. In this particular example, the wing

is assumed to have no geometric twist and zero section camber. In Fig. 2.4(a),

Cla,1 for the wing, as computed using WINGS, is shown. Also shown are the Clb

distributions from WINGS for 1-deg deflections of (i) flap 4, which is the flap at

the tip of the planar portion and (ii) flap 5 located on the winglet. These Clb

distributions have been plotted using a magnification of five for clarity.
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Figure 2.4: Lift distribution for wing with winglet, (a) additional and basic lift
and (b) Cl due to superposition in comparison to Cl from WINGS. Inset in (b)
shows rear view of nonplanar wing with five flaps.

The Cl distribution for this wing at CL = 0.5 with flap 4 deflected to δf = 5
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deg, and flap 5 deflected to δf = −10 deg, was then computed using the WINGS

code. This distribution is compared in Fig. 2.4(b) to the distribution achieved

by superposition of (i) Cla,1 scaled by 0.5, (ii) Clb for flap 4 scaled by 5, and (iii)

Clb for flap 5 scaled by −10. The excellent comparison illustrates the concept of

superposition of Cl distributions.

The advantage of using the superposition concept is that the net Cl distribution

for a particular wing CL can be posed in terms of the unknown flap angles and

can be equated to a desired Cl distribution. By constructing these equations to

represent the airfoil sections located at the middle spanwise location of each flap,

the equations can be solved to determine the flap angles corresponding to the

desired Cl distribution.

2.2 Methodology

The methodology presented in this section includes the approach taken to deter-

mine the flap angles for either minimizing drag or for minimizing drag subject to

a constraint on the wing RBM. In this approach, the airfoil section at the middle

of each flap is considered and will be referred to as a “control section” in the

remainder of this chapter. At the specified wing CL, the Cl at each of these con-

trol sections is expressed in terms of the Cla distribution and the Clb distribution,

which contains the unknown flap angles. The Cl values at the control sections are

then set equal to the desired Cl values for these locations. Thus, for a wing with

m flaps, this approach results in m simultaneous linear equations that need to be

solved to obtain the m unknown flap angles.

Equation 2.15 shows the general form of the equations:
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CL{Cla,1} + {Clb,twist} + {Clb,camber} + [Clb,f ]{δf} = {Cldesired} (2.15)

Each of the terms in the curly brackets are vectors with m values. The Clb,f

is a square matrix whose (i, j) element is the Clb at the ith control section for

a unit deflection of the jth flap. Thus for a given planform, twist and camber

distributions, an analysis method such as the WINGS code is used to determine

{Cla,1}, {Clb,twist}, and {Clb,camber}. The code is then used m times to compute

{Clb} for the unit deflection of each flap to fill the [Clb,f ] matrix. All of these values

are independent of CL and δf and do not need to be recomputed. The solution for

the desired flap angles for any flight condition can then be determined by solving

the m simultaneous equations.

2.2.1 Flap Angles for Minimum Drag

For most wings, it is possible to achieve minimum-induced-drag loading (elliptical

loading for a planar wing) and also ensure that each control section is operating

in the low-drag range (LDR). For such cases, the Cldesired can be written in terms

of the optimum lift distribution, Clopt, for CL = 1, obtained using the method

described in Sec. 2.1.1.

CL{Cla,1} + {Clb,twist} + {Clb,camber} + [Clb,f ]{δf} = Clopt = CL{Clopt,1} (2.16)

By solving the system of equations for a design CL, the resulting flap deflection

angles {δf} can be obtained. {δf} can be written as a sum of a “mean” flap angle

δf and a spanwise flap-angle distribution {δ̂f} about that mean as seen in Eq. 2.17.
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{δf} = δf + {δ̂f} (2.17)

The mean flap angle is set so that most of the wing is operating within the low-

drag range, and the spanwise flap-angle distribution {δ̂f} will be used to minimize

the induced drag. With that objective, the mean flap angle can be determined

using:

δf =
CL − CLideal

2 sin θf

(2.18)

where CLideal is the CL corresponding to a point within the drag bucket of the

unflapped airfoil being used, and (2 sin θf ) is the Cl-shift of the drag bucket due

to flap deflection. CLideal is determined using Eq. 2.19, which is also valid for

nonplanar wings.

CLideal =
2

S

∫ sr

s0

cClideal cos θds (2.19)

In addition to determining the optimum flap angles, this approach also outputs

the corresponding desired Cl values at each control section using Eq. 2.16.

2.2.2 Flap Angles for Minimum Drag with a RBM

Constraint

Similar to the procedure for minimizing drag, the flap angles for minimum drag

with a RBM constraint are computed by selecting the desired Cl distribution

to correspond to a lift distribution that results in minimum induced drag while

satisfying the specified RBM constraint. This desired lift distribution, ClRBM , is

obtained using the same procedure described in Sec. 2.1.1 for a desired RBM at

CL = 1.0. The following system of equations is then solved for the design CL to
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determine {δf}, which can be written as a sum of δf and {δ̂f}, as demonstrated

in the previous subsection.

CL{Cla,1}+{Clb,twist}+{Clb,camber}+[Clb,f ]{δf} = ClRBM = CL{ClRBM,1} (2.20)

2.3 Results

Two examples are presented in this section to demonstrate the approach for deter-

mining the optimum flap angles for various flight conditions. Post-design analysis

using the WINGS code and aircraft performance simulations are used to verify

the results from the approach.

2.3.1 Example 1: Planar Wing

For this example, a planar wing of aspect ratio 12 for a hypothetical general avi-

ation aircraft is used. Table 2.1 lists the overall specifications of the hypothetical

aircraft. Figure 2.5 shows the wing-tail geometry used for the hypothetical air-

craft. For the adaptive wing, five TE flaps have been used along the half span,

each with equal span and a flap-to-chord ratio of 0.2. The tail has been used for

trimming the aircraft about the center-of-gravity, which is located to result in a

stick-fixed static margin of 10% of the wing mean aerodynamic chord. A single

airfoil, custom designed for this wing, using the method of Ref. 63, has been used

along the span and the wing twist is assumed to be zero.

Figure 2.6(a) shows the airfoil geometry and velocity distribution, and Fig. 2.6(b)

shows the drag polar for the airfoil at Re
√

Cl = 3 million, as computed using the

XFOIL code.64 This value of Re
√

Cl corresponds to rectilinear flight at standard
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Table 2.1: Assumed geometry, drag, and power characteristics for the hypothetical
general aviation airplane for Example 1.

Parameter Value
Gross Weight (W) 14200 N

(3200 lbf)
Wing reference area (S) 12.0 m2

(130 sq.ft.)
Wing aspect ratio (AR) 12
Equivalent parasite drag 0.13 m2

area of airplane minus (1.4 sq.ft.)
wing (CDfSf )

Rated engine power (Pav) 200 kW
(268 hp)

Specific fuel consumption 8.31 × 10−7 N/s/W
(sfc) (0.5 lbf/h/hp)
Fuel volume 300 liters

(80 U.S. gallons)

0 2 4 6 8
−6

−3

0

3

x

y

Figure 2.5: Wing and tail geometry for Example 1.
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Figure 2.6: Airfoil for Example 1: (a) geometry and velocity distribution, and (b)
drag polar at Re

√
Cl = 3 × 106.

sea-level conditions. It is seen that the airfoil LDR extends from Cl = 0.3 to Cl =

0.7 for the unflapped airfoil. Using the information in this polar and the airfoil-

aircraft integration approach described in Ref. 65, the ideal CL for level-flight

maximum speed for the aircraft was determined to be approximately 0.15 and

the ideal CL for the maximum range was determined to be 0.73. Based on these

estimates, it was decided that the wing would need to be adapted for low drag

over a range of lift coefficients from 0.1 to 0.9. For determining the optimum flap

scheduling, it was decided that the Clideal used as input in the current approach

would vary linearly from 0.3 to 0.7 for values of the wing CL ranging from 0.1 to

0.9.

In this example, because the mean flap angle δf for each CL is selected to result

in the wing operating within the LDR, the flap angles for minimum induced drag

also result in the extensive laminar flow on all the sections. As a result, both

profile and induced drag are minimized over the entire CL range.
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Figure 2.7: Spanwise Cl distributions and drag polars for flaps optimized for
CL = 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9.
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Figure 2.8: Spanwise Cl distributions and drag polars for the non-adapted wing
(all flaps set to zero deg).

Figure 2.7 shows the spanwise Cl distributions from the WINGS code for

three values of the design CL: 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9. In each case, the flaps were

set to the optimum angles, as determined by the current approach. Superposed

on each of the spanwise-Cl plots are the drag polars (section Cd-Cl plots) for

each control section from XFOIL analysis, with the five Cd scales on top of the

plot. Each control section is also labeled with the corresponding flap angle. The

results demonstrate that the optimum flap-angle distribution ensures that each

section Cl corresponds to a point within the appropriate drag bucket. Also to be

noted is that the flap angle for any given section varies smoothly with the flight

condition. To put this in perspective, Fig. 2.8 shows the Cl distributions for the

non-adapted wing with all flaps set to zero deg, for the three wing CL values and

the corresponding section drag polars for δf = 0. It is seen for CL = 0.1 and 0.9,

the section Cl values for most of the wing do not lie within the LDR, indicating
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that these portions of the wing do not have extensive laminar flow.
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Figure 2.9: Spanwise Γ distributions for CL = 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9, for the adapted
and non-adapted wings compared with the elliptical loading.

Figure 2.9 shows the spanwise Γ distributions for these three values of CL for

the adapted wing with optimum flap angles as well as for the non-adapted wing

with all flaps set to zero deg. The minimum-induced-drag elliptical Γ distribution,

shown for reference, reinforces the fact that the Γ distribution for the adapted case

for each CL closely matches the desired elliptical loading.

In order to determine that the predicted flap-angle distributions are indeed the

best for each CL, post-design analysis and aircraft performance prediction were

used. First, the wing with the flap schedules was analyzed using the WINGS code

at the three values of CL. In these analyses, the contributions due to both the

trimmed-aircraft induced and profile drag were computed by including the Cdp

estimates from XFOIL64 for each section at the corresponding section Cl and δf .

Figure 2.10 presents the total wing CD as a function of wing CL for four cases: (i)

all flaps set to zero, (ii) flaps set for CL = 0.1, (iii) flaps set for CL = 0.5, and (iv)

flaps set for CL = 0.9. It is clearly seen that the optimum flap schedule for a given
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Figure 2.10: Drag polars for zero flaps, and flaps optimized for CL = 0.1, 0.5, and
0.9.

CL, as determined by the current approach, results in the least drag at that CL.

This result demonstrates the effectiveness of the current approach in determining

the optimum flap angles for a given CL.

In order to examine the performance benefits due to the different flap-angle

variations, the drag predictions from WINGS was used in PERF, an aircraft-

performance code. Figures 2.11(a)–(c) show comparisons of the aircraft rate of

climb, range, and endurance as a function of airspeed at standard sea-level condi-

tions. The results show that (1) for the case with the flaps optimized for CL = 0.1,

the Vmax is significantly greater than all of the other cases by around 10 mph and

(2) the case with the flaps optimized for CL = 0.9 results in the maximum range,

and the maximum endurance, with the maximum endurance a 12% improvement

when compared to the case with all flaps set to zero. This performance compari-

son clearly illustrates the benefits of the flap-optimization approach developed in

the current study.

In the next part of the study with this example wing, the use of multiple TE
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Figure 2.11: Examination of performance benefits: (a) maximum velocity, (b)
range, and (c) endurance.
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tribution calculated by WINGS with optimized flap angles.

flaps for RBM alleviation at high-g was explored. For this case, it was assumed

that the aircraft was flying at 4.0g, but the design wing RBM corresponded to

that experienced by the wing at 3.0g when elliptically loaded. Therefore, the

RBM constraint was prescribed to be 75% of the RBM for elliptical loading. The

design CL was chosen to be 0.5. Figure 2.12 shows the spanwise Cl distribution

from the WINGS code using the flap angles predicted by the approach as marked.

Also shown for comparison are the optimum Cl distributions for minimum induced

drag with and without the RBM constraint.

It is to be noted that for high CL and larger RBM alleviations, flap angles can

be fairly large and could result in flow separation off the flap leading to reduced flap

effectiveness. This reduced effectiveness has not been taken into consideration in

the WINGS analysis. Additionally, the rigid wing assumption may not be correct,

particularly at high dynamic pressures. These two factors need to be taken into

consideration in a more refined version of the current approach. Nevertheless,
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the results provide demonstration that the approach is successful in predicting

the required flap-angle variation. The results also provide confidence that the

multiple TE flaps are successful in relieving the RBM and can thus be used to

design wings of lower weight.

2.3.2 Example 2: Nonplanar Wing

The second example uses the same wing planform as presented in Example 1,

with the exception of a 90-degree winglet of height 0.1b added to the wing tip, as

seen in Fig. 2.13. Although the chosen winglet may not be the best selection for

the purposes of reducing induced drag, this example wing was chosen to simply

illustrate the application of the approach to a nonplanar wing geometry.

0.1b

Figure 2.13: Wing and winglet geometry for Example 2.

The wing has five TE flaps on the planar portion and one flap on the winglet,

with each flap having the same span and chord ratio of 0.2. The airfoil used for

this example is the same as that used in Example 1, and is used for both the wing

and the winglet. The flaps were set to the optimum angles, as determined by the

current approach for a wing CL of 0.5. Figure 2.14 shows the resulting Cl dis-
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tribution with each control section drag polar and the corresponding flap angles.

The drag polars along the wing were computed using XFOIL, with the planar

portion of the wing operating at Re
√

Cl of 3 million, and the drag polar from

the winglet control section operating at a Reynolds number of 2.4 million. The

optimum Cl distribution for minimum induced drag is also shown for reference.

It can be seen that the optimum flap angles for this flight condition ensures not

only that the each section Cl corresponds to a point inside the LDR, but also pro-

duces a Cl that closely matches the optimum Cl distribution for minimum induced

drag. Therefore, the results demonstrate that the optimum flap-angle distribution

achieves a loading that is close to that required for minimum induced drag, while

supporting laminar flow over nearly the entire wing. Thus the approach is also

effective in determining optimum Cl distributions and corresponding flap angles

for a nonplanar wing.
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Figure 2.14: Spanwise Cl distributions and drag polars for flaps optimized for
CL = 0.5.
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2.4 Summary

With the increasing interest in the use of variable spanwise camber for future

adaptive wings, an approach was developed to determine optimum lift distribu-

tions at various flight conditions for a wing with multiple trailing-edge flaps. Using

the concept of additional and basic lift distributions, and the understanding of

the aerodynamics that bring about a minimum in profile drag and induced drag,

it was possible to determine flap angles that produce the ideal lift distribution for

a particular adaptation objective: minimization of drag, or minimization of drag

with a wing root-bending moment constraint. In the current study, two example

wings were examined: (1) a planar wing, and (2) a nonplanar wing. For both

cases, a minimization of both induced and profile drag was achieved using the

optimum flap angles as determined by the current approach for a wide range of

wing lift coefficients. Examining the total wing drag coefficient as a function of

the wing lift coefficient, it was seen that the optimum-flap schedule determined for

a given wing lift coefficient results in the least drag at that specified lift coefficient,

demonstrating the effectiveness of the current approach.

The performance benefits due to the optimum flap angles were also examined,

and an increase in maximum velocity, maximum range, and maximum endurance

were observed when compared to the zero-flap setting case. The trailing-edge flaps

were also found to be successful in relieving root-bending moment when applying

a root-bending moment constraint and using the optimized flap angles determined

by the current approach.
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Chapter 3

Ideal Aerodynamics of
Ground-Effect and Formation
Flight

Ground-effect and formation flight of aircraft is presented in this chapter as the

second portion of the research, and as a second approach for aircraft drag reduc-

tion. With growing technology in the fields of adaptive aerodynamics, control of

aircraft position, and precision measurement, there is an increasing interest in the

use of formation flight and flight in ground-effect as alternative methods for drag

reduction of future aircraft. Although the everyday use of these flight techniques

is far from the present, the objective of the current study was to further investi-

gate the aerodynamic benefits of formation flight and ground-effect flight, and in

particular, the benefits of combined formation and ground-effect flight. Presented

first in this chapter is the methodology of the numerical approaches developed,

including an optimum-loading method as well as an exact approach for ellipti-

cally loaded wings both in ground effect (IGE) and out of ground effect (OGE).

Presented next is the validation of the optimum-loading method, followed by a

discussion of the results. The results from this study focus on three main topics:

(1) the effect of lateral separation on the drag benefits for formations flying out

of ground effect, (2) the benefits of combined formation and ground-effect flight,
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and (3) the optimal vee shapes of formations. A summary of the study and its

findings are given at the end of the chapter.

3.1 Methodology

This section will address the methodology of the numerical approaches developed

for the current study. First presented is the procedure used to determine the

optimum lift distribution for each wing in a formation, either in ground effect

(IGE) or out of ground effect (OGE), which produces minimum formation induced

drag. This section will also present the method used to simulate ground effect,

as well as the details pertaining to the prescription of elliptical lift distributions.

For elliptically loaded wings, the development of an exact approach is presented,

which was used in the analysis of lateral separation between wings and its effect on

formation induced drag. And lastly, the details of the approach used to determine

the optimum vee-formation shape are given.

3.1.1 Optimum Lift Distribution for Minimum Induced

Drag

To determine the optimum lift distribution on multiple wings in formation, the

methodology of Frazier and Gopalarathnam29 was used. The methodology was

extended in the current study to handle nonplanar wings, each with an arbitrary

spanwise variation of dihedral. The details of the numerical approach are similar

to that presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1, with the exception that multiple

wings are taken into consideration, with constraints placed on the lift and rolling

moment on each wing. Even so, for the sake of completeness, the methodology of

the approach used in this study is presented in its entirety.

In this method, the calculus-of-variation approach of Jones48 is first used to
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determine the optimum downwash behind the wings. The wake is assumed to be

rigid, inviscid, and invariant with the streamwise direction, and it is assumed to

trail behind the wings in the direction of the freestream.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the loading and Trefftz-plane normalwash for the two-
wing example.

Figure 3.1 is an illustration of an example two-wing formation, where A is a non-

planar wing with spanwise curvature, while B is a planar wing. The wings need

not be identical but both are assumed to be optimally loaded. The lift distribu-

tions on the two wings are such that the total induced drag of the formation is a

minimum, and the total lift on each wing equals the corresponding weight while

the rolling moment for each wing is zero. The position along the curved wing A

is denoted using the arc length sA and the local dihedral angle at any spanwise

location is θA(sA). ΓA(sA) and ΓB(sB) are the bound-vorticity distributions as-

sociated with the original lift distributions on the two wings A and B. The lift

LA and LB on each wing can be computed by spanwise integration, as shown in

Eq. 3.1 for wing A.

LA = ρV∞

∫ sr
A

0

ΓA(sA) cos[θA(sA)]dsA (3.1)
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The wing rolling moment R due to the lift distribution can also be computed

from the Γ distribution, and is shown in Eq. 3.2 for wing A. The function rA(sA),

shown in Eq. 3.3, is the contribution to the rolling moment due to a unit load,

acting normal to the curved wing at sA.

RA = −ρV∞

∫ sr
A

0

ΓA(sA)rA(sA)dsA (3.2)

rA(sA) = cos[θA(sA)][yA(sA) − ym
A ] − sin[θA(sA)][zA(sA) − zm

A ] (3.3)

Using the Trefftz-plane normalwash distributions wA(sA) and wB(sB) shown in

Fig. 3.1, the total induced drag of the entire formation with this lift distribution

can be computed as shown in Eq. 3.4.

D =
ρ

2

∫ sr
A

0

wA(sA)ΓA(sA)dsA +
ρ

2

∫ sr
B

0

wB(sB)ΓB(sB)dsB (3.4)

As pointed out in Ref. 28, the induced drag for each individual wing cannot be

determined using the Trefftz-plane normalwash and has to be computed using a

near-field method. Using wing A as an example, suppose the lift distribution on

the wing is modeled using a bound vortex of varying strength ΓA(sA) along the

quarter-chord line and wA(sA) is the normalwash distribution along this line, then

the induced drag of wing A is:

DA = ρ

∫ sr
A

0

wA(sA)ΓA(sA)dsA (3.5)

It was shown by Iglesias and Mason28 that when using a vortex lattice method

(VLM), the bound vortex leg of each horse-shoe vortex needs to be unswept

in order for the total near-field induced drag value from Eq. 3.5 to match that

computed from the far-field integration using Eq. 3.4. For this reason, the bound-
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vortex legs in the VLM formulation for the current work are unswept, as illustrated

in Fig. 3.2. In addition, when modeling multiple lifting surfaces with overlapping

wake traces using the VLM, care was taken in the current work to ensure that

the overlapping trailing-vortex legs of the wings were exactly aligned, as shown in

Fig. 3.2.

Quarter-chord control points
Quarter-chord line
Trefftz-plane control points

X

X
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X
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of vortex-lattice arrangement for a pair of swept wings.

The goal of the current method is to determine the downwash distribution

behind the wings that will result in a minimum for the total induced drag of

the entire system of wings while satisfying the constraints on the desired lift and

desired zero rolling moment on each wing. As presented by Jones,48 if the original

lift distribution results in minimum induced drag, then a small variation in the

shape of the lift distribution will produce no first-order change to the formation

induced drag. The change in the formation induced drag due to a small variation

in the Γ distribution (referred to as additional distribution) is composed of three

parts:48

1. The drag arising from the additional Γ distribution acting on the additional

Trefftz-plane normalwash distribution

2. The drag arising from the original Γ distribution acting on the additional
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Trefftz-plane normalwash distribution

3. The drag arising from the additional Γ distribution acting on the original

Trefftz-plane normalwash distribution

The first part is a second-order term and can be neglected when compared to the

other two parts. From Munk’s mutual drag theorem,49 the second and third parts

of the additional induced drag are equal. Therefore, if the first-order change in

formation induced drag is to be zero, then it is sufficient to set the drag arising

from the additional Γ distribution acting on the original Trefftz-plane normalwash

distribution (third part) to zero.

In order to satisfy the constraints on the specified lift and zero rolling mo-

ment, the additional Γ distribution should be selected such that it generates no

additional lift or rolling moment for each wing. This additional Γ distribution is

shown in Fig. 3.1 along with the original Γ distribution for the two wings. Using

the arguments of Jones,48 any additional distribution meeting these requirements

can be subdivided into groups of three elements, so that each individual group

independently satisfies the constraints. For instance, wing A has an additional

distribution, which is composed of three elements having areas γA,1, γA,2, and

γA,3, and are arbitrarily located at sA,1, sA,2, and sA,3 respectively, as seen in

Fig. 3.1. The additional Γ distribution must satisfy the following conditions: (i)

there should be no change in the lift on wings A and B (Eqns. 3.6–3.7), (ii) there

should be no change in the rolling moments (Eqns. 3.8–3.9), and (iii) there should

be no change in the total induced drag (Eqn. 3.10). In Eq. 3.10, wA,1, wA,2, and

similar terms are the Trefftz-plane normalwash values associated with the original

Γ distribution at the corresponding locations sA,1, sA,2, and so on.

γA,1 cos[θA(sA,1)] + γA,2 cos[θA(sA,2)] + γA,3 cos[θA(sA,3)] = 0 (3.6)
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γB,1 cos[θB(sB,1)] + γB,2 cos[θB(sB,2)] + γB,3 cos[θB(sB,3)] = 0 (3.7)

γA,1rA(sA,1) + γA,2rA(sA,2) + γA,3rA(sA,3) = 0 (3.8)

γB,1rB(sB,1) + γB,2rB(sB,2) + γB,3rB(sB,3) = 0 (3.9)

γA,1wA,1 + γA,2wA,2 + γA,3wA,3 + γB,1wB,1 + γB,2wB,2 + γB,3wB,3 = 0 (3.10)

It can be seen that in order to satisfy Eqs. 3.6–3.10, the Trefftz-plane nor-

malwash along the wake traces of each wing must be of the form wA(sA) =

PA cos[θA(sA)] + QArA(sA) and wB(sB) = PB cos[θB(sB)] + QBrB(sB), where PA,

QA, PB, and QB are constants that are determined using the specified values of

the lift, LA and LB, and the rolling moments, RA and RB, for the two wings. In

the current problem, RA and RB are both zero. For a planar wing (θ = 0), this

normalwash variation simplifies to a linear spanwise variation29 of the downwash

distribution, wB(y) = PB + QB(y − ym
B ), as illustrated for wing B in Fig. 3.1.

Although this method has been illustrated using two wings, the result can be

generalized for any arbitrary number of wings in formation flight.

The optimum-downwash formulation for planar wings is valid only for forma-

tion geometries in which the wake traces of the wings in the Trefftz-plane do not

intersect or overlap with each other. If any two planar wings have intersecting or

overlapping wake traces, then they share the same Trefftz-plane downwash values

at each of the common points of overlap. Because the formulation does not ac-

count for such a constraint in the downwash, the method is restricted to wings
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that do not intersect or overlap in the front view. This limitation is also applicable

to the constrained-minimization approach of Ref. 28.

The Γ distributions on the wings and the associated Trefftz-plane downwash

distributions, w, behind them are closely related and can be determined using

a discrete-vortex method similar to that described by Blackwell.50 Briefly, the

bound vorticity distribution on all of the wings and the trailing vorticity shed

behind them are approximated using n horseshoe vortices, each having a constant

value for the bound vortex strength Γ. With such a formulation, the n-dimensional

Γ vector and the n-dimensional w vector can be related using an n × n influence

coefficient matrix I as shown in Eq. 3.11. For a known w, the Γ distribution can

be computed by solving Eq. 3.11 and the lift, rolling moment, and drag can then

be determined using Eqs. 3.1–3.5.

I · Γ = w (3.11)

For the current problem, w(y) for each wing is known in terms of the two

unknown constants P and Q. These unknowns are computed using a single step

of Newton’s method as shown in Eq. 3.12 for the two-wing example used earlier in

this section. The solution is made simple because of the fact that zero values for P

and Q correspond to zero values for L and R. The Jacobian of partial derivatives

is computed using finite differencing. For example, ∂LA/∂PA is computed by

making a small change to PA and computing the change to LA. The right hand

side is a vector of the desired values of lift, LA and LB, and rolling moments, RA

and RB. In the current problem, the rolling moments are set to zero. Thus the P

and Q can be determined using Eq. 3.12. This approach can be readily extended

to a formation of more than two wings.
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(3.12)

For a given formation of several wings with the geometry specified in the

front view, known values for the specified lift, and zero rolling moments, the

approach thus allows for the computation of the P and Q that in turn determine

the Trefftz-plane downwash. The Γ distributions are then computed, from which

other quantities can be determined. If in addition, the planform geometry of the

entire formation is known, the induced drag for each individual wing can also be

computed using the near-field approach28 shown in Eq. 3.5 for wing A.

3.1.2 Ground Effect

For analysis of a single wing or a formation of several wings in ground effect, an

additional formation is modeled as a mirror image under the ground plane. The

wings in the mirrored formation are specified to have values of lift that are negative

and equal to those specified for the corresponding wings in the upper formation,

as illustrated in Fig. 3.3 for a two-wing formation in ground effect. As an example,

for wing, A, in ground effect, at a height above ground of hA, the wing mirrored

underneath, designated Am, would have the desired value of lift LAm = −LA. The

desired rolling moments, RA and RAm, remain zero. Beyond these changes, the

formulation for calculating the optimum normalwash and lift distributions remains

the same as that presented for flight out of ground effect. In the vortex-lattice

implementation, lateral symmetry as well as symmetry about the ground plane
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are used to significantly reduce the computational time, as explained in greater

detail in Appendix A.

above
ground
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image
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ΓB

mirrored images
of aircraft
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LBm

2hB2hA

z

y

Figure 3.3: Model of two-wing formation in ground effect.

3.1.3 Prescribed Elliptical Lift Distribution

While the optimum lift distribution for a given formation results in the minimum

total induced drag, it is desirable to determine how sensitive the induced drag

is to deviations of the lift distribution from the optimum distribution. For this

purpose, formations of planar wings were also examined in which each wing was

assumed to have an elliptical spanwise lift distribution. When an elliptical load-

ing is prescribed, the wing rolling-moment constraint is automatically satisfied.

Prescription of an elliptical loading also enables the investigation of formation

geometries with overlapping wings, which is not feasible with optimally-loaded

wings. More importantly, the exact solution for the cross-flow velocity in the Tre-

fftz plane is known for an elliptically-loaded wing. This cross-flow velocity can be

used to obtain the exact solution for the total drag of a formation of several wings

flying in ground effect (IGE) or out of ground effect (OGE). The exact solution
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can also serve to validate the vortex-lattice solutions for elliptically-loaded wings.

For a wing with its plane of symmetry located at ym, the prescribed elliptical

lift distribution results in an elliptical Γ distribution over the span as follows:

Γ(y, ym)

V∞
=

Γ0

V∞

√
1 −

[
2(y − ym)

b

]2

(3.13)

where,

Γ0

V∞
=

4L

πρbV 2∞
=

2SCL

πb
(3.14)

When using the vortex-lattice implementation, the vortex strengths are deter-

mined from the elliptical loading of lift on each wing. These vortex strengths are

used to compute the resulting Trefftz-plane downwash, the induced drag of the

formation (Eq. 3.4), and induced drag values of individual wings (Eq. 3.5). For

a single elliptically-loaded wing operating out of ground effect, lifting line theory

gives the induced drag to be:

Dell =
2

πρV 2∞

(
L

b

)2

(3.15)

The exact solution for the cross-flow velocity distribution in the Trefftz plane,

expressed using complex variables, is:66,67

W (y, z)

V∞
=

v − iw

V∞
= i

w0

V∞

[
Z√Z2 − (b/2)2

− 1

]
(3.16)

where Z = y + iz is the complex coordinate in the Trefftz plane with the origin at

the mid-span location of the wake trace of the wing. The Trefftz-plane downwash

at the mid-span location on the wake trace, w0, is given by:

w0

V∞
=

4L

πρV 2∞b2
=

2CL

πAR
(3.17)
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The downwash, w, and the vertical coordinate, z, are assumed to be positive in the

downward direction. For planar wings, only the downwash component of W (y, z)

is of interest and is given by:

w(y, z)

V∞
=

w0

V∞
�

[
1 − Z√Z2 − (b/2)2

]
(3.18)

where the symbol � denotes the real part of a complex variable. Figure 3.4 shows

the variations of w(y/b)/w0 for various values of z/b. It can be seen that for z = 0,

the downwash is constant over the span and there is upwash outboard of the wing

tip. Immediately outboard of the wing tip, there is a singularity as the upwash

goes to infinity. As a result of this singularity, evaluation of the induced drag for

overlapping wings needs to be done carefully.
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Figure 3.4: Variation with y/b for various z/b of the downwash in the Trefftz plane
for an elliptically-loaded wing. Inset shows wake trace and coordinate system.

For a formation of several elliptically-loaded wings of equal span and lift, in or

out of ground effect, the exact solution for the total induced drag can be developed

using the interference drag of a two-wing formation. This two-wing interference

drag can be obtained in a manner similar to that for Prandtl’s biplane theory.68
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Figure 3.5(a) shows two elliptically-loaded wings, A and B, which have the same

span and lift. The streamlines of the Trefftz-plane cross-flow velocity distribution,

W (y, z), of wing A are also plotted in Fig. 3.5(a) for reference. The total induced

drag, D2(Y2, Z2), for the two-wing formation as a function of the lateral separation,

Y2, and vertical separation, Z2, and can be written as the sum of the self-induced

contributions, DAA and DBB, and the mutual-interference contributions DAB and

DBA. Each self-induced drag term is equal to the drag of a single elliptically-

loaded wing, Dell. The two mutual interference contributions, DAB and DBA, are

equal and are denoted by Dint.

D2(Y2, Z2) = 2Dell + 2Dint(Y2, Z2) (3.19)

The self-induced drag terms can be determined using Eq. 3.15, and the mutual-

interference term, Dint, can be computed for cases with non-overlapping wake

traces by integrating over the wake trace of wing B as follows:

Dint(Y2, Z2) =
ρ

2

∫ Y2+b/2

Y2−b/2

wA(y, Z2)ΓB(y, Y2)dy (3.20)

where, ΓB is the bound circulation distribution on wing B obtained by setting

ym = Y2 in Eq. 3.13 and wA is the downwash distribution due to wing A obtained

by setting z = Z2 in Eq. 3.16. For cases with overlapping wake traces (Z2 = 0

and 0 < Y2 < b), the singularity of infinite upwash in wA just outboard of the

wing tip was handled by evaluating the Cauchy Principal Value at the singularity

as follows:

Dint(Y2, Z2) =
ρ

2
lim
ε→0

(∫ b/2−ε

Y2−b/2

wAΓBdy +

∫ Y2+b/2

b/2+ε

wAΓBdy

)
(3.21)

The expressions for equations 3.20 and 3.21 were solved using the Matlab
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Symbolic Toolbox.69 It can be shown that the nondimensional interference drag,

Dint/Dell, is a function of only the nondimensional lateral separation, Y2/b, and

vertical separation, Z2/b. Figure 3.5(b) shows the contours of Dint/Dell as a

function of Y2/b and Z2/b. Negative Dint is termed “favorable interference” as it

results in a lower total drag for the formation, while positive Dint is considered

“adverse interference.” When wing A has positive lift and wing B has negative

lift, as it would be if B were the mirror image of another wing flying close to

the ground, then the interference drag between A and B would have the same

magnitude, but would change sign. Therefore, regions of favorable interference

become adverse interference and vice versa when wings A and B have lift acting

in opposite directions.

It can be seen from Fig. 3.5(b) that the favorable interference is maximum at

Z2/b = 0 and Y2/b = 0.91. That is, the maximum favorable interference occurs

when the two wings have a small lateral overlap of approximately 9% of the wing

span. When there is lateral overlap, the extreme-left portion of wing B that is

overlapped laterally with wing A will experience the Trefftz-plane downwash of

wing A. This downwash acting on the Γ of the overlapped portion of wing B will

contribute to an increase in total induced drag. However, the spanwise portion of

wing B that is just outboard of wing A will experience the significant Trefftz-plane

upwash of wing A. This upwash acting on the Γ of the portion of wing B that is

just outboard of wing A will contribute to a decrease in the total induced drag.

These two contributions change with changes to the lateral separation, such that

the small lateral overlap of 9%-span results in maximum favorable interference.

To demonstrate how the two-wing interference-drag solution can be used to

determine the total induced drag of several wings flying in formation, IGE or

OGE, a formation of N elliptically-loaded wings, numbered 1 to N , is considered.

For the case of combined formation and ground-effect flight, the total formation
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drag can be written as:

D =
N∑

j=1

N∑
i=1

Dij +
N∑

j=1

N∑
i=1

Di(jm) (3.22)

The first term of Eq. 3.22 provides the total drag of the formation when flying

OGE. When i = j, Dij is equal to Dell. The second term provides the additional

contribution due to ground effect, with Di(jm) being the induced drag due to the

downwash field of the image, jm, of wing j acting on the wing i. It is also seen

that each of the terms of Dij and Di(jm) can be computed using the two-wing

interference-drag solution Dint(Y2, Z2). For the special case of a formation of

N elliptically-loaded planar wings that are flying with uniform lateral separation

between any two adjacent wings, zero vertical separation, and close to the ground,

the total induced drag can be written as:

D = NDell + Dff + Dge (3.23)

where Dff is the interference drag of the entire formation OGE and Dge is the

interference drag due to ground proximity. Dff can be written as:

Dff =

(N−1)∑
f=1

2fDint[(N − f)Y, 0] (3.24)

where Y is the uniform lateral spacing between any two adjacent wings in the

formation, with zero vertical separation. Dge can be written as:

Dge = −NDint(0, 2h) −
(N−1)∑
g=1

2gDint[(N − g)Y, 2h] (3.25)

where h represents the height of the formation above ground.

This formulation allows for the decomposition of the total induced drag into

different contributions. In Eq. 3.24, the term for f = N − 1 represents the contri-
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butions of the interference drag between the N − 1 pairs of adjacent wings (wings

i and i+1), the term for f = N−2 represents the contributions of the interference

drag between the N − 2 pairs formed by a wing and its next-to-immediate neigh-

bor (wings i and i + 2), and so on. Similarly in Eq. 3.25, the first term represents

the N contributions of the interference drag between a wing and its own image,

the g = N −1 represents the N −1 contributions of the interference drag between

a wing and the image of its adjacent neighbor (wings i and image of i + 1), and

so on. As shown later, this decomposition makes it possible to explain certain

patterns in the variation of drag with lateral spacing and ground height. Finally,

it is to be noted that this exact formulation can only provide the total induced

drag and cannot provide the drag of each individual in a formation. When the

drag of each individual is needed, the vortex-lattice implementation is used.

3.1.4 Optimum Vee-Formation Shape

It is well known that a number of species of migrating birds such as swan, geese,

and cranes fly in typical vee-shaped formations. This flight mode is shown to

result in an aerodynamic benefit for all individuals.9–12 From Munk’s stagger

theorem,49 any lifting assemblage may be staggered, or displaced in the direction

of motion, without changing the total induced drag. To determine optimal vee

formations, a Newton iteration scheme was developed to determine the streamwise

locations that result in equal induced drag for all the individuals. At each step of

the Newton iteration, the matrix equation

J · δx = −F (3.26)

is solved. In this equation, F is the vector containing the residuals of the functions

to be zeroed, J is the Jacobian matrix that contains the gradient information, and
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δx contains the corrections to the design variables causing F to approach zero.

The target induced drag for each individual, Dtarget, is simply the total induced

drag of the formation calculated in the Trefftz plane divided by the total number

of wings, N . The residual vector F is the difference between the current induced

drag for each wing, determined using the vortex-lattice implementation, and the

Dtarget. The Jacobian matrix contains the partial derivatives of the values of

individual induced drag with respect to the streamwise locations of the wings and

is determined using finite differencing.

x

y

1
2

3
4

5
6

7

Figure 3.6: Numbering for a seven-wing vee formation.

For each iteration, the matrix equation, Eq. 3.26, is solved to determine the

vector δx, as J and F are known. The resulting vector δx, containing the cor-

rections to the streamwise locations of the wings, is used for updating the shape

of the vee formation. It was necessary to add an under-relaxation factor of 0.1

to make the iteration converge. That is, the x-location for wing j is updated as

xnew
j = xold

j + (0.1)δxj. New individual induced drag values are then calculated

using the updated streamwise locations and the residuals and Jacobian matrix are

recalculated. This process is continued until the residuals are brought to within a

given tolerance of zero, resulting in the streamwise locations for an optimum vee

formation. Eqn. 3.27 shows the Jacobian J, residual F and the correction vector

δx for a seven-wing formation as shown in Fig. 3.6. Symmetry is used to reduce
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the computational time, hence only the right-hand side of the vee formation is

altered to determine the optimal vee formation. The lead wing, or center wing, is

not included in the formulation, as it is used as the reference wing.
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3.2 Validation of Optimum-Loading Method

This section presents a comparison of induced drag computed from the current

optimum-loading VLM with exact solutions for wing formations IGE and OGE.

3.2.1 Planar Wing Out of Ground Effect

From classical lifting-line theory, the exact optimum lift distribution for a single

planar wing flying OGE is an elliptical loading and the corresponding minimum

induced drag is Dell. Figure 3.7(a) shows a comparison of the lift distribution

from the current method with the exact elliptical loading. The comparison is seen

to be excellent. Figure 3.7(b) shows the convergence of the induced drag from

the current method with increasing number of vortex lattices. It can be seen that

the predicted drag converges toward the exact value with increasing number of

lattices. For the current work, 80 lattices per half span of each wing have been used

for all vortex-lattice computations in order to achieve a reasonable compromise

between accuracy and computation time for the larger formation geometries.

The optimum loading for minimum induced drag was also computed for a

symmetric formation of three wings and was compared with the results from the

constrained-minimization approach of Iglesias and Mason.28 Results obtained
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from the current method for the loading, the total induced drag and the drag of

the individual wings are all identical to those presented by Iglesias and Mason.28

The details of this comparison can be found in Ref. 29.

3.2.2 Single Wing in Ground Effect

Ashill19 has presented an exact approach for determining the minimum induced

drag of wings in ground effect. The resulting induced-drag ratios for a planar and

a nonplanar wing, as calculated by the current vortex-lattice method, have been

compared with Ashill’s exact results. The induced drag ratio, σ, is the ratio of the

induced drag in ground effect nondimensionalized by Dell for the same lift, span,

and dynamic pressure. Thus, a lower value of σ indicates a larger ground-effect

benefit for the wing. Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of the σ computed using

the current method for optimally-loaded wings at various heights above ground

with those from Ashill.19 The nonplanar wing used in this comparison has a 10%-

span downward-pointing winglet at each wing tip. The agreement is seen to be

excellent. The results also indicate that for a given h, a wing with a downward-

pointing winglet experiences greater ground-effect benefits than a planar wing.

Also presented in Fig. 3.8 are the values of σ for the elliptically-loaded planar

wing, determined using the exact solution of Dint in Fig. 3.5(b) and Eq. 3.23.

As seen, the elliptically-loaded planar wing has nearly the same induced drag as

an optimally-loaded planar wing at a given height above ground. This obser-

vation is not new; a similar comparison was presented by Ashill19 in which the

minimum-induced drag results were compared with the induced drag computed

by Weiselsberger17 for elliptically-loaded wings in ground effect.

The optimum normalwash and optimum lift distributions, for both planar and

nonplanar wings, are presented in Fig. 3.9 for various values of h. Figure 3.9(a)

shows the optimum Trefftz-plane downwash distributions for the planar wing of
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aspect ratio 8 and Fig. 3.9(b) shows the corresponding lift distributions. The

h/b = 0.02 case is used to illustrate an example with extreme ground effect. The

resulting lift distributions agree well with the results of de Haller,18 who showed

that when the height above ground diminishes from infinity to zero, the optimal

loading changes from elliptic to parabolic. Rozhdestvensky20 found the same

parabolic spanwise distribution for the optimal wing in extreme ground effect

(clearances of 10% of the wing span or smaller).

The optimum normalwash distributions for the nonplanar wing, plotted in

Fig. 3.9(c) as a function of the wing arc length, show that the normalwash on

the winglet is exactly zero. Because of the presence of the winglet, however,

the downwash on the planar portion of the wing, at a given h, is less than the

downwash on the wing without a winglet. This reduced downwash due to the

winglet results in lower induced drag for the nonplanar wing when compared to a

planar wing. The optimum load distributions for the nonplanar wing are presented

in Fig. 3.9(d). It is seen that with changes in h there is hardly any change to the
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loading on the planar portion as the changes are confined mainly to the loading

on the winglet. For a wing designed to operate in ground effect at a given σ, a

wing with a downward-pointing winglet may prove to be advantageous because

the height of the planar portion of the wing above ground is greater than that for

a wing without a winglet.
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plane downwash distributions for planar wings, (b) spanload distributions for
planar wings, (c) Trefftz-plane normalwash distributions for nonplanar wings, and
(d) spanload distributions for nonplanar wings.

Because flight safety becomes an increasingly important issue for small ground
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clearances, it is desirable to develop concepts for achieving ground-effect benefits

at larger clearances. It can be seen from Fig. 3.8 that for optimally-loaded and

elliptically-loaded planar wings, the ground-effect benefit depends on h/b. It can

be deduced from these results that for achieving a given ground-effect benefit, as

determined by σ, a larger-span wing can fly at a larger ground clearance h than

a smaller-span wing. For example, a 50% induced-drag savings can be achieved

by flying at a height of approximately 10% of the wing span above the ground.

Routine flight operations at this h/b can be dangerous for a 10-m span aircraft,

but starts to become conceivable for a 100-m span aircraft concept.

3.3 Results

The results presented in this section focus on three main topics: (1) the effect of

lateral separation on drag benefits for formations flying OGE, (2) the benefits of

combined formation and ground-effect flight, and (3) the optimal vee shapes of

formations. In all cases, the wings within a given formation are all assumed to be

planar with identical span b, and supporting the same lift L. In the discussion of

drag benefits, a comparison is made between drag ratios of different formations.

For an N -wing configuration, IGE or OGE, the drag ratio, σ, is the ratio of total

induced drag of that configuration to the induced drag of N elliptically-loaded

planar wings of span b, with lift L, and flying in isolation OGE at the same

freestream dynamic pressure as the formation.

3.3.1 Effect of Lateral Separation

To analyze the effects of lateral separation on formation flight, a formation of two

planar wings is used. The vertical separation, Z, is assumed to be zero so that

the two wings lie in the same horizontal plane. Two loading cases are considered:
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one in which each wing is loaded optimally for minimum total induced drag, and

the second in which each wing has a prescribed elliptical loading.

The variation of the drag ratio, σ, for this two-wing formation as a function of

nondimensional lateral separation, Y/b, is shown in Fig. 3.10(a) for both the two

loading cases. The results for the elliptical loading are shown from the vortex-

lattice approach as well as from the exact approach, and these two approaches

give nearly identical results. The results for the optimal-loading case are pre-

sented only for Y/b > 1 as the optimum-downwash theory, as presented earlier in

this dissertation, is not valid for computing the minimum-induced-drag loading

on planar wings with overlapping or intersecting wake traces. For Y/b > 1, a

comparison of the induced-drag-ratio variations for the two loading cases illus-

trates that a formation of elliptically-loaded wings has virtually the same induced

drag as a formation that has the theoretical optimum loading. This observation,

made earlier by Lissaman and Shollenberger,10 has an important consequence for

adaptive wings that can reconfigure their geometries (such as spanwise twist or

camber distribution) for formation flight. The wing geometries can be adapted to

achieve an elliptical loading that is invariant with formation geometry instead of

an optimal loading that will need to be recomputed depending on the formation

geometry.

It is seen from Fig. 3.10(a) that for values of lateral separation (Y/b >> 1),

the drag ratio asymptotes to 1 because the wings have little influence on each

other. For Y/b = 1, corresponding to zero lateral overlap, the drag ratio is 0.73,

representing a 27% drag reduction when compared to the total drag of two wings

flying in isolation. As the lateral separation is decreased, the drag ratio continues

to decrease until a minimum in the drag ratio is reached for a lateral separation

of Y/b of 0.91 that corresponds to a geometry where there is a 9%-span lateral

overlap of the wing tips. For this optimum lateral separation, the drag ratio is
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0.66, which represents a 44% reduction in drag when compared to the total drag

of two wings flying in isolation.

The reason for the optimum lateral separation of Y/b = 0.91 can be deduced

from a comparison of the loadings for Y/b = 1 and Y/b = 0.91 with the corre-

sponding “best” loadings in Fig. 3.10(b). For any Y/b, the “best” loading is one

that distributes the total formation lift elliptically over the formation span. The

formation span is the lateral distance from the left wing tip of the left wing to the

right wing tip of the right wing. For Y/b = 1 and Y/b = 0.91, the formation spans

are 2b and 1.91b respectively. Although the formation span for Y/b = 0.91 is less

than that for Y/b = 1, the superposed loading is closer to the “best” loading for

Y/b = 0.91 than for Y/b = 1. For Y/b < 0.91 (not shown), the superposed loading

is even closer to the corresponding “best” loading, but the formation span is also

much smaller than for Y/b = 0.91. As a result of this tradeoff, Y/b = 0.91 is the

optimum lateral separation.

It is also possible to quantify the formation drag benefit by determining an

effective span for the formation. This effective span, beff , is the span of a single

elliptically-loaded wing carrying the same total lift as the formation and having the

same total induced drag as the formation. It can be shown that beff/b =
√

N/σ.

For Y/b = 0.91, the effective span for this formation geometry is 1.73b, implying

that this two-wing formation at the optimum lateral separation behaves like a

single large wing of span 1.73b with respect to induced-drag characteristics. For

lateral separations much less than Y/b = 0.91, the drag ratio increases rapidly

and reaches a value of 2 for Y/b = 0, which represents a 100% increase in the drag

when compared to the total drag of two wings flying in isolation.

The 9%-span optimum lateral overlap of wing tips predicted in the current

work for elliptically-loaded wings is close to those seen in wind-tunnel and flight

experiments. Blake and Gingras31 presented wind-tunnel test results for two
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delta-wing aircraft in formation, and compared wind-tunnel measurements with

predictions from a vortex lattice method. Both predictions and the experimen-

tal measurements showed a trend of maximum drag reduction when there is an

approximate 10–20%-span lateral overlap of wing tips in the formation. Recent

experiments performed at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center33,34 analyzed

performance benefits resulting from formation flight, using two modified F/A-18

aircraft. A summary of drag-reduction results computed using actual test points

shows a maximum reduction in induced drag when there is an 8%–18%-span lat-

eral overlap in wingtips, and a small vertical separation of approximately 5%

of the wing span.34 Given that the theoretical model in the current work does

not account for wake rollup and assumes an elliptical loading, the results for the

optimum lateral overlap agree well with the trends seen in the experiments.

3.3.2 Combined Formation and Ground-Effect Flight

The motivation for studying the benefits of combined formation and ground-effect

flight stems from two main observations, both discussed earlier: (1) a larger-span

wing achieves the same ground-effect benefit (same σ) as a smaller-span wing but

at a larger height above ground, h, and (2) a formation at near-optimal lateral

separation behaves like an effectively large-span wing with respect to induced

drag. Based on these two observations, a hypothesis was made that a formation

of several wings will be able to experience ground-effect benefits at larger heights

than a single wing. Owing to the fact that safety issues and the demand for very

precise control of h become increasingly important for flight in close proximity to

the ground, it is worthwhile exploring concepts that will enable the achievement of

ground-effect benefits at large values of h. With this goal, combined formation and

ground-effect flight was studied and the results are presented in this subsection.

As a first step in examining the combined effect of formation and ground-
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effect flight, the current method was used to determine the optimum downwash

and optimum lift distributions for three planar wings flying in formation at various

h. A lateral separation of Y/b = 1.02, along with a zero vertical separation, were

used for this part of the study.

Figure 3.11(a) shows the resulting nondimensional Trefftz-plane downwash dis-

tributions. The h/b = 0.02 case is intended to represent an extreme ground-effect

configuration. The linear variation of downwash across the span of each wing

is clearly seen. Figure 3.11(b) shows the corresponding spanwise lift distribu-

tions on the wings. With trends similar to those observed for the single wing in

ground effect, the downwash magnitude decreases with decreasing height above

ground (Fig. 3.11(a)). The load distribution that is most parabolic in shape in

Fig. 3.11(b) corresponds to the smallest height, h/b = 0.02. It is interesting to

note that for this lateral separation, the spanwise downwash and lift distributions

for h/b = 0.02 are very close to those observed for the single planar wing in ground

effect shown earlier in Fig. 3.9(a)and 3.9(b).

Although the optimal loading is noticeably different from an elliptical loading,

especially for close formations and small ground clearances (Fig. 3.11(b), h/b =

0.02), the drag ratios (not shown) for elliptically-loaded wings in formations are

nearly the same as those for the corresponding optimally-loaded wing formations.

For this reason, only the elliptically-loaded cases are presented in the remainder

of this study.

As a second step in the study of combined formation and ground-effect flight,

the variations of the induced-drag ratio, σ, for formations of three and 25 wings

as a function of lateral separation Y/b were examined for flight both in and out

of ground effect. In all cases, the vertical separation between the wings was zero.

The 25-wing case was selected as an example of a very large formation similar to

a flock of birds in flight. For both formations, each wing was elliptically loaded
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and the lateral separation was increased from Y/b = 0 to 2.5. For the case of

flight IGE, each formation was examined at a representative height of h/b = 0.5.

For the three-wing formation in Fig. 3.12(a), it can be seen that the optimum

lateral separation for the formation both IGE and OGE is at Y/b = 0.9. At

any Y/b, the σ for the IGE case of this formation is less than that for the OGE

case by approximately 0.08 over the range of Y/b plotted in Fig. 3.12(a). For the

larger formation of 25 wings seen in Fig. 3.12(b), the optimum lateral separation is

nearly the same as for the three-wing formation, at Y/b = 0.89. At this optimum

lateral separation, the σ is 0.19, implying that the drag reduction is 81% compared

to 25 wings flying in isolation out of ground effect. For both formations, it can

be stated that ground effect does not influence the optimum lateral separation

for the induced drag ratio. Unlike the three-wing formation, the difference in

the drag ratio between the OGE and IGE cases of the 25-wing formation varies

considerably with lateral separation. In particular, there is little difference in σ

between the OGE and IGE cases for Y/b between 1.05 and 1.25 where adjacent

wings tips are closely spaced but do not overlap. When the wingtips overlap, the

difference in the σ between OGE and IGE cases increases with decreasing Y/b.

It is interesting to note that for the 25-wing formation, there are distinct mul-

tiple local minima, with the prominent second and third local minima located at

Y/b = 0.47 and Y/b = 0.32. These lateral-separation values are approximately

one-half and one-third of the lateral separation of Y/b = 0.89 for the first mini-

mum. These multiple local minima also occur for the IGE case at the same Y/b

values. A study of the relative contributions of the different f terms in Eq. 3.24

can be used to explain the occurrence of these multiple local minima. The primary

minimum at Y/b = 0.89 occurs because of strong favorable interference between

every wing and its adjacent neighbor (wings i and i + 1). The second local mini-

mum at Y/b = 0.47 occurs because of strong favorable interference between pairs
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formed by a wing and its next-to-immediate neighbor (wings i and i+2). Likewise,

the third local minimum occurs because of strong favorable interference between

wings i and i + 3.

Additionally, from a study of the relative contributions of the different g terms

in Eq. 3.25, it can be seen that there is stronger favorable interference between

pairs formed by a wing and the image of its adjacent neighbor for Y/b = 0.47

than for Y/b = 0.9. As a result, the σ values for the first and second minima in

the IGE case differ by only 0.025. In other words, the drag difference between

the two minima in the IGE case is only 2.5% of 25 Dell. With increasing number

of wings, the second minimum for the IGE case becomes even more pronounced.

For example, for a 100-wing formation at h/b = 0.5, the second minimum has

slightly less drag than the primary minimum. Although the drag ratio at the

second minimum is close to that at the first minimum, the drag in the vicinity

of this second minimum is more sensitive to the lateral separation, whereas the

first minimum at Y/b = 0.89 is comparatively more flat. The formation plan

views shown in the insets in Fig. 3.12(b) illustrate the differences in the lateral

separation at the primary and secondary minima, and have been shown with an

arbitrary streamwise spacing between the wings. The right leg of the vee-shape

for Y/b = 0.47 has been displaced slightly downstream of the left leg to avoid

collision between the two wings on either side of the lead.

Although, for Y/b < 1 the drag-ratio variation for the 25-wing formation has

considerable waviness, it is worth noting that there is a wide range of Y/b from

approximately 0.3 to 1.05 that results in at least 50% drag reduction compared to

25 wings flying solo and OGE. This large range of beneficial lateral separations and

the multiple local minima for large formations may partly explain the considerable

imprecision and variation in lateral separation that is observed in birds flying in

formation.16 For very small lateral separations in the OGE case, there is a steep
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increase with the drag ratio reaching a value of 25 for Y/b = 0, a value that

matches the exact result from Munk’s stagger theorem. More generally, it can be

shown that the σ for N wings flying OGE at Y/b = 0 and Z/b = 0 is exactly N .

As a third step in the examination of combined formation and ground-effect

flight, the effect of height above ground was studied for a single wing and for

wing formations. Figure 3.13 presents the drag ratio for a single wing and for

formations of three and 25 wings in ground effect at various heights above ground.

For both formations, the results have been plotted for two lateral-separation values

of Y/b = 0.9, corresponding to the optimum lateral separation, and Y/b = 1.1,

corresponding to a separation with no lateral overlap of wing tips. These two

values have been used to further illustrate the important effects of wing tip overlap

on drag benefits. The drag ratio of each formation OGE has also been plotted,

which corresponds to the asymptote as h/b → ∞. For any given formation, the

difference between the OGE drag ratio and the IGE drag ratio, for a certain h/b,

is a measure of the ground-effect benefit for that h/b.
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The drag-ratio variation for the single-wing case is the same as that shown

earlier in Fig. 3.8 and serves as a good reference. It is seen that for small ground

clearances of h/b < 1, the reduction in σ due to ground effect is significant for

the single wing and for the three-wing formations. However, the reduction in

σ at these clearances is comparatively marginal for the 25-wing formations. At

these small ground clearances, the images of neighboring wings are in regions of

adverse interference. As a result, the cumulative contribution of the g-terms in

Eq. 3.25 is adverse for large formations and this adverse contribution detracts

from the favorable effects between each wing and its own image. For large ground

clearances of h/b > 2, the situation is reversed: large formations experience greater

reductions in σ when compared to a single wing or smaller formations. At large

ground clearances, the favorable effects between each wing and its own image

diminish rapidly with increasing h/b, as seen from the results of the single-wing

case. However, for large formations, the cumulative effect of the images of adjacent

wings become favorable because the images of neighboring wings are in regions of

favorable interference. Although this effect is small, it persists even at relatively

large ground clearances of h/b ≈ 4. As a result, there is a small, but noticeable,

reduction in σ for large formations even at large ground clearances, as seen for

the 25-wing formations in Fig. 3.13. Thus, combined formation and ground-effect

flight results in a small additional reduction in induced drag, even at large ground

clearances, and may at least partly explain why some species of migrating birds

are seen to fly in formation close to the ground.

The importance of maintaining the optimal lateral separation of approximately

Y = 0.9b is seen by comparing the two drag-ratio curves for the 25-wing formations

in Fig. 3.13. For any given h/b, the formation induced drag for Y = 1.1b is almost

three times that obtained with the optimum separation of Y = 0.9b. Thus, it is

important to maintain a small lateral overlap of wing tips for large formations,
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whether OGE or IGE. As seen from the results of 3.12(b), it is better to err on

the smaller-Y/b side of the optimum lateral separation than on the larger-Y/b

side. That is, a wide range of Y/b values that result in lateral wing-tip overlap

provide greater drag reduction than non-overlapped wings with Y/b > 1.1. It is

to be noted that lateral overlap of wings does not imply that the aircraft have

to fly close to each other. As pointed out by Munk’s stagger theorem, the total

formation induced drag is independent of the streamwise separation between the

wings as long as the spanwise lift distributions are maintained. Thus, the aircraft

can be well separated in the streamwise direction for safety.

3.3.3 Optimal Vee-Formation Shapes

Migrating birds are often seen flying in vee-shaped formations. Of particular

interest in the current study was the difference in the shape of the optimal vee

formation for OGE and IGE flight. The optimum vee-formation shape was found

by setting the requirement that each wing have equal induced drag. Fig. 3.14(a)

shows the resulting optimum formations for a formation of 25 wings IGE and

OGE. A lateral separation of Y/b = 0.9 with zero vertical separation was used. A

clearance of h/b = 1.0 was used for ground-effect flight. It can be seen that the

optimal shape of the vee formation is not an exact “V”, but a shape that is more

swept at the tips and rounded at the apex. Similar optimal vee-formation shapes

were reported by Lissaman and Shollenberger10 and by Hummel.12 The differences

in formation shape in and out of ground effect are insignificant, indicating that

the optimum vee shape for the formation OGE would serve just as well for the

formation IGE. The results in Fig. 3.14(a) show that, for equipartition of drag, the

wings near the apex of the vee are very closely spaced. Such close separation may

not be practical for routine aircraft flight operations. Thus, it may be necessary to

compromise on the equipartition of drag in order to decrease the risk of collision.
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Additionally, it must be noted that the exact shape of this vee formation may

not be correct for bird formations, where the flapping frequency of the wings may

have an additional effect on longitudinal separation.
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optimum vee-formation shape, and (b) gradient of individual induced drag with
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It was of interest to determine the natural stability of the streamwise position

of each individual in the formation, to see if the vee formation is a natural and

stable flight mode. This stability was determined by examining the variation

of the individual induced drag with streamwise location. Figure 3.14(b) is a

plot of the gradient of individual induced drag (nondimensionalized by the target
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individual induced drag for the optimum vee formation) with respect to streamwise

location for each wing on the right-hand side of the vee formation. The wings are

numbered from 13 to 25, with wing 13 denoting the one at the apex of the vee

formation and wing 25 denoting that at the right tip of the formation. Lissaman

and Shollenberger10 observed that if a bird moves ahead of the vee formation,

more power is required for it to maintain the same airspeed, and when flying aft

of the vee formation less power is required. In either case, the bird will tend to

return to its original position within the vee formation. This result is confirmed

in the current work by the fact that the gradients in Fig. 3.14(b) are positive for

all wings, with positive x pointing in the direction of flight. The differences in

gradients between the OGE and IGE cases are small, indicating that ground effect

does not significantly affect the position stability.

For an aircraft flying at the tips of the formation, however, changes in stream-

wise location do not result in significant changes in induced drag, as seen in

Fig. 3.14(b). With gradients approaching zero, the aircraft located at the tip of

the formation will find it more difficult to maintain position in formation. Weimer-

skirch and colleagues15 witnessed this behavior during the experiments conducted

on a formation of great white pelicans and state that pelicans often had difficulty

staying within formation when flying at the tips.

3.4 Summary

The objective of the current study was to examine the benefits of formation flight

both in and out of ground effect, as a potentially effective approach for drag

reduction of future aircraft. The wings analyzed in the study were loaded ideally

in one of two ways: with an optimum lift distribution or with an elliptical lift

distribution. For determining optimum lift distributions, an optimum-downwash-
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based approach using a vortex-lattice implementation was used. For the cases

with elliptically-loaded planar wings, an exact approach was developed, which

is based on the interference-drag between wings in a formation. Whereas the

optimum-loading approach is not applicable for wing formations with overlapping

wake traces, the exact approach developed for elliptically-loaded planar wings

allowed one to examine the effects of lateral overlap of wings on the formation

induced drag.

A comparison of optimally-loaded and elliptically-loaded planar wings showed

that, for any formation in or out of ground effect, the two loading scenarios have

virtually the same drag. In the analysis of lateral separation between wings, it

was observed that for a formation of wings at any ground clearance, the optimum

lateral separation between adjacent wings corresponds to a lateral overlap of ap-

proximately 9% of the wing span. For large formations, multiple local minima

were observed in the drag variation with lateral separation, due to variations in

the interference drag between each wing and its successive neighbors. For the large

formation in ground effect, little change was observed in the lateral separations

corresponding to the local minima, thus resulting in nearly the same drag.

When examining combined formation and ground-effect flight, it was seen that

large formations are able to achieve a small, but noticeable benefit due to ground

effect even at a relatively large ground height of four wing spans. When adjusting

the streamwise placement of the wings within the formation for an equal distribu-

tion of individual induced drag, a vee-formation results. This vee-formation shape

was found to be practically independent of the ground clearance, and provides an

automatic streamwise-position stability for the wings. This stability was found to

be the highest for the lead wing, which then degrades toward the tips of the vee

formation.
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Chapter 4

Concluding Remarks

The focus of this dissertation was to explore two different approaches for the reduc-

tion of aircraft drag: (1) multiple spanwise trailing-edge flaps and (2) formation

and ground-effect flight. Each approach has the potential for significant drag

savings if applied, and each approach was motivated by bird flight studies–a long-

time source of inspiration for many aerodynamicists. To improve the performance

and efficiency of today’s aircraft is a never-ending endeavor, and with advances

in precision measurement, aircraft control, and adaptive wing technology, such

innovative approaches, as those examined in this dissertation, are becoming more

feasible alternatives for drag reduction. Therefore, the main goal of this disserta-

tion was to assess the drag benefits of the two selected approaches. It is believed

that the research presented here will further increase interest in such flight tech-

niques, and thus advance their progression toward becoming viable solutions for

drag reduction of future aircraft.

The first part of this research presents a study in the use of multiple spanwise

trailing-edge flaps for reducing both induced and profile drag. With increasing

interest in the use of variable spanwise camber and the future automation of

an adaptive wing, the primary focus of the study was to provide an approach

that determines optimum flap angles that produce an ideal lift distribution for

a particular adaptation objective: minimization of drag, or minimization of drag
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with a constraint on the wing root-bending moment. The approach developed in

this research uses the concept of additional and basic lift distributions, as well

as the understanding of the aerodynamics that bring about a minimum in profile

and induced drag. Flap-angle distributions for different flight conditions were

determined for two examples: (1) a planar wing, and (2) a nonplanar wing. The

numerical approach was found to be effective in determining the optimum flaps

angles that result in a minimization of both induced and profile drag, for a wide

range of lift coefficients. In conducting aircraft performance simulations using

the optimum flap schedules, an increase in maximum velocity, maximum range,

and maximum endurance were observed when compared to the zero-flap setting

case. The approach was also found to be successful in determining flap angles

that would relieve the wing root-bending moment when applying a root-bending

moment constraint.

Overall, the approach developed for the case study of multiple trailing-edge

flaps is effective in determining flap angles for the reduction of drag, with or

without a wing root-bending moment constraint. The resulting improvement in

aircraft performance using the determined optimum flap-angles schedules demon-

strates the benefits of using variable spanwise camber, and further promotes its

use for aircraft drag reduction. The idea of an automated adaptive wing is not

too far in the future, and it is believed that the research presented here makes a

strong case for further development of such a system to be used on future aircraft.

The second part of this dissertation examined the use of formation and ground-

effect flight for aircraft drag reduction, and in particular, the benefits of combined

formation and ground-effect flight. In this study, the theoretical models used as-

sume rigid, inviscid wakes that trail without rollup in the downstream direction.

The wings were loaded ideally in one of two ways: with an optimum lift distribu-

tion, or with a prescribed elliptical lift distribution. To determine the optimum lift
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distributions, an optimum-downwash-based approach using vortex lattice imple-

mentation was used. When comparing the total induced drag of optimally-loaded

and elliptically-loaded planar wing formations, both in and out of ground effect,

it was observed that the two loading scenarios had virtually the same drag. The

benefit of using elliptical loading is that the target loading for each wing is inde-

pendent of the formation geometry or height above ground. However, in order to

generate the target lift distribution, there is a need for an appropriate twist or

camber variation across the span of each wing. Because this spanwise geometry

variation is dependent on the formation configuration and ground clearance, the

wing geometry will need to adapt its shape, perhaps through the use of multiple

trailing-edge flaps.

The effect of lateral separation between wings on formation induced drag was

also examined. As the optimum-loading method is not valid for formations in

which the wake traces for the wings overlap, an exact approach was developed for

elliptically-loaded planar wings which allows examination of formation configura-

tions with overlapping wake traces. The exact approach was developed using the

exact interference-drag solution of a two-wing formation, which was extended to

a formation of several wings. For any formation of planar wings at any ground

clearance, the optimum lateral separation between adjacent wings corresponds to

a lateral overlap of approximately 9% of the wing span. At this optimum lateral

separation, the favorable interference between adjacent wings is maximized. This

optimum lateral separation is close to that observed in wind-tunnel and flight ex-

periments. For large formations, multiple local minima were observed in the drag

variation with lateral spacing. These multiple local minima were shown to occur

because of the variations in interference drag between each wing and its successive

neighbors. For large formations in ground effect, it was shown that the lateral

separations corresponding to the primary and secondary local minima resulted in
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nearly the same drag. The presence of these local minima with nearly the same

drag may explain the considerable variations and imprecision in lateral separation

that are often observed in bird formations.

The results for combined formation and ground-effect flight show that large

formations are able to achieve a small, but noticeable, benefit due to ground

effect even at a relatively large ground height of four wing spans. When the

streamwise separation is adjusted for equal distribution of the drag benefit among

all the wings in a formation, a vee-shaped formation results. This vee-formation

shape is practically independent of the ground clearance. When flying in such

a vee formation, the sensitivity of the individual-aircraft drag due to changes to

the streamwise position provides automatic streamwise-position stability for the

aircraft. This stability is highest for the lead aircraft and degrades toward the tips

of the vee formation. This result supports observations made by other researchers

that pelicans located at the tips of a vee-shaped formation often have difficulty

maintaining their position.

With the potential for achieving dramatic improvements in aircraft perfor-

mance, formation and ground-effect flight techniques hold significant promise for

use in future aeronautical systems. Although the realization of their everyday use

is still far in the future, it is believed that this research provides valuable insight

into the aerodynamics of formation and ground-effect flight by a quantification of

the benefits for ideally-loaded wings in configurations that maximize the favorable

interference between the wings.
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Chapter 5

Future Work

This research was undertaken with the objective of assessing the drag benefits

of using multiple trailing-edge flaps and formation and ground-effect flight. As

presented in this dissertation, each approach has potential for significant drag

savings in their application to aircraft. Suggested future work combines the theory

of both approaches, in examining optimum flap angles for minimum induced drag

on multiple lifting surfaces.

As presented in Chapter 3, it was determined that an elliptically-loaded wing

formation has minimum induced drag when there is a 9%-span lateral overlap

of wingtips. It was also shown that when comparing the total induced drag of

optimally-loaded and elliptically-loaded planar wing formations, both in and out

of ground effect, the two loading scenarios had virtually the same drag. The

benefit of using elliptical loading is that the target loading for each wing is inde-

pendent of the formation geometry or height above ground. However, in order to

generate the target lift distribution, there is a need for an appropriate twist or

camber variation across the span of each wing. Because this spanwise geometry

variation is dependent on the formation configuration and ground clearance, the

wing geometry will need to adapt its shape. Multiple trailing-edge flaps can be

used for wing adaptation, as shown in Chapter 2, and it is of interest to deter-

mine optimum flap angles to maintain an elliptical loading on each wing in the
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formation, both in and out of ground effect, at a desired lateral separation.

The concept of multiple trailing-edge flaps on multiple lifting surfaces can also

be extended to a tandem-wing configuration. In a tandem-wing configuration, the

aircraft is equipped with a canard that is of a span close to the span of the aft wing.

With the use of multiple trailing-edge flaps on both the canard and the wing, the

wing loading can be redistributed to achieve minimum induced drag. However,

there is an additional consideration that must be met, in that the canard is also

usually used for pitch control. Therefore, the optimum flap angles for minimum

induced drag must also effectively trim the aircraft. The placement of the canard

in relation to the wing also has an important influence on the resulting aircraft

drag and the trim and control effectiveness of the canard. So special attention

must be placed on the horizontal and vertical separation between the wing and

the canard.

For determining optimum flap-angle distributions for multiple lifting surfaces,

the numerical approach presented in Chapter 2 must be extended to handle a

system of wings versus one wing. Additional modifications to the approach must

also provide a means to ensure trim requirements are met, specifically for the

tandem-wing configuration. It is believed that successful determination of op-

timum flap angles for multiple wings will further demonstrate the effectiveness

of the drag reduction approaches presented in this dissertation, as well as the

additional benefits that can be gained from the use of trailing-edge flaps.
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Appendix A

Modeling of Lateral Symmetry
and Ground Reflections

This appendix presents a brief description of how the symmetry of a formation

of wings, in or out of ground effect, can be implemented into the vortex-lattice

method to significantly reduce the computational time. Based on the standard

techniques presented in Ref. 21, when symmetry exists between the left and right

halves of a wing formation, or even about the ground plane when modeling a

formation in ground effect, a rather simple method can be used to include these

features in the numerical scheme. This modification to the vortex-lattice method

only affects the computation of the influence coefficient matrix I, which is used to

relate the Γ distributions on the wings and the associated Trefftz-plane downwash

distributions, w, as presented in Eq. A.1.

I · Γ = w (A.1)

When symmetry is not taken into consideration, the influence coefficient ma-

trix I is a square n × n matrix, where n is the number of horseshoe vortices used

to approximate the bound vorticity distribution on all of the wings and the trail-

ing vorticity shed behind them. In this matrix, the (i, j) element represents the

induced downwash at control point i due to the velocity induced by horseshoe
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vortex j. However, if a lateral symmetry of the formation of wings exists, the

influence coefficient matrix can be reduced in size by one quarter.

For example, consider the simple case of a single symmetric wing, as seen in

Fig. A.1, where the vorticity distribution is approximated using four horseshoe

vortices.

X Y

(x, y, z) 

2(x, -y, z) X

·
1

1’

2’

Figure A.1: Single wing with lateral symmetry, with vorticity distribution modeled
with four horseshoe vortices.

Now, consider the determination of the induced downwash at control point 1,

located at (x, y, z), due to the velocity induced by horseshoe vortex 2. Each

horseshoe vortex has a constant value for the bound vortex strength Γ. Due to

the lateral symmetry, the image horseshoe vortex 2’ has the same strength as

horseshoe vortex 2, and its effect can be evaluated by determining the influence

of the actual vortex at point (x,−y, z). By simply reflecting the control point

into the left-plane of symmetry, the influence of two horseshoe vortices on a single

control point can be accurately computed. Therefore, only the vortices of the

right-half the wing needs to be modeled, and the 4×4 influence coefficient matrix
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is reduced to a 2 × 2 matrix. The elements of the reduced influence coefficient

matrix can be expressed by the following equations, Eqs. A.2– A.5, where V (i, j)

is the velocity induced on control point i due to horseshoe vortex j.

I(1, 1) = V (1, 1) + V (1, 1′) = (u11 + u11′ , v11 − v1′1, w11 + w11′) (A.2)

I(1, 2) = V (1, 2) + V (1, 2′) = (u12 + u12′ , v12 − v1′2, w12 + w12′) (A.3)

I(2, 1) = V (2, 1) + V (2, 1′) = (u21 + u21′ , v21 − v2′1, w21 + w21′) (A.4)

I(2, 2) = V (2, 2) + V (2, 2′) = (u22 + u22′ , v22 − v2′2, w22 + w22′) (A.5)

This use of lateral symmetry can easily be expanded to a formation of wings, and

the reduction in computation time can be quite significant.

For the case of the wing formation in ground effect, symmetry about the

ground plane can be used to further reduce the computation time. Ground effect

is simulated by modeling a mirror image of the formation under the x − y plane,

and the same method as presented for the case of lateral symmetry can be used

to take advantage of the symmetry created about the ground plane. For example,

consider a simple two-wing formation in ground effect, at a ground clearance of

h, as seen in Fig. A.2.
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Figure A.2: Two-wing formation in ground effect, with each wing modeled with
a single horseshoe vortex.

In this illustration, the vorticity distribution along each wing is modeled with a

single horseshoe vortex, and therefore there is a total of four horseshoe vortices.

For the purpose of demonstration, consider the induced downwash at control point

1, located at (x, y, z), due to the velocity induced by horseshoe vortices 1 and 2,

and the mirrored horseshoe vortices 1’ and 2’. Due to the lateral symmetry, the

image horseshoe vortex 2 has the same strength as horseshoe vortex 1, and as

demonstrated before, the velocity induced by horseshoe vortex 2 on control point

1, can be evaluated by determining the influence of the actual vortex at a reflected

control point located at (x,−y, z). Due to the symmetry about the ground plane,

the influence of horseshoe vortex 1’ on control point 1, can be evaluated by calling

the influence of the actual vortex at point (x, y,−z). And due to both lateral

symmetry and symmetry about the ground plane, the influence of horseshoe vortex

2’ on control point 1, can be evaluated at point (x,−y,−z). By the inclusion of

lateral symmetry and symmetry about the ground plane, the influence coefficient

matrix is reduced from a 4×4 matrix to a 1×1 matrix, reducing the computation
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time to one-sixteenths. The single element in the reduced influence coefficient can

be expressed by the following equation, where again Vi,j is the velocity induced

on control point i by horseshoe vortex j.

I(1, 1) = V (1, 1) + V (1, 2) + V (1, 1′) + V (1, 2′)

= (u11+u12 + u11′ + u12′ , v11 + v12 + v11′ + v12′ ,

w11 + w12 + w11′ + w12′) (A.6)

When determining optimum lift distributions for a formation of wings in

ground effect, using both lateral symmetry and the symmetry about the ground

plane, the computational time can be reduced to one-sixteenths. This method has

resulted in significant computational savings in the current work when examining

large wing formations in and out of ground effect.
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